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Also, the overlapping roof tile or slate is still a highly popular covering 
because it is durable, inexpensive, easy to lay and widely available. 
Moreover, their modular design and wide variety of colours, textures 
and shapes allow them to be used on a vast range of roof shapes and 
designs with confidence, flair and economy.

Roof shape
The pitched roof covered with modular tiles or slates offers the 
designer a vast choice of roof designs. Whatever the shape and 
function of the space beneath, it can be the design and detailing of 
the roof that has the greatest influence on the appearance and effect 
of the building as a whole. Some examples of roof shapes are shown 
here, but many more are possible. 
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The context of the roof
The physical and environmental context of a building will often 
establish a range of pre-conditions for the design of a pitched roof  
and its covering.

Before consulting the Building Regulations, the specifier should 
consider the following factors:

Environmental
• General climate 
• Microclimate 
• Exposure

Performance
• Resistance to structural movement 
• Resistance to wind uplift 
• Fire resistance 
• Resistance to thermal movement 
• Resistance to driving rain 
• Acoustic insulation 
• Building ventilation 
• Roof ventilation 
• Condensation prevention 
• Impact resistance 
• Durability 
• Resistance to atmospheric pollution 
• Bird, rodent and insect resistance 
• Thermal insulation

Aesthetics
• Scale of building elements 
• Use of roof space 
• Roof pitch 
• Response to function 
• Scale of covering elements 
• Colour 
• Texture 
• Local (planning) requirements 
• Shape

The use of the roof as a ‘solar collector’ for PV modules can also 
influence its location and orientation.

Design criteria
The design of a pitched roof is dictated initially by the shape of 
the building, the span between the structural elements and the 
use to be made of the space enclosed by the roof.

After structure and function have been taken into account, the 
design of the roof may be modified by other considerations, 
such as weathering and aesthetics.

A useful model to consider when designing the roof is covered 
by the 4 key criteria below.

Introduction
In spite of changing fashions, the pitched roof remains the 
most popular roof shape for domestic and public buildings, 
simply because it is the most efficient at shedding water.

Structure
Will the roof collapse or blow away?
• Adequacy of support 
• Wind loads and attachment 
• Deflection calculations 
• Movement

Weatherproofing
Will the roof leak?
• Determine site exposure 
• Determine roof construction 
• Perimeter details 
• Rainwater goods 02
Performance
Will the roof perform?
• Fire performance 
• Acoustic performance 
• Corrosion resistance 
• Durability and sustainability 03
Hygrothermal
Will there be condensation or excessive heat loss?
• Thermal calculations 
• Condensation risk analysis 
• Air leakage 
• Ventilation 04

 Hip to hip   Mono-pitch Hipped ‘L’ plan ‘T’ plan with hips and 
semi-circular projection

‘T’ plan with unequal ridge 
heights and dormers

Gable to gable

Intersecting roof  
gable to gable

Mansard Suppressed gable 
or gambrel

Parapet gable  Sprocketed eaves Non-right angle   
corners/skews

Eyebrow dormer      Square and 
     curved turrets

Stepped terrace Dutch barn (bonnet or  
truncated hip)

Dropped eaves        Unequal duo-pitch 
       with dormer
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Recommended design procedure
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Designers are advised to consider the  
following steps when commencing a roof  
design incorporating Marley Eternit products.

1. Check
legislation and

planning requirements

5. Select tile/slate type
and profile

8. Determine fixing
specifications

3. Liaise with truss rafter
manufacturer or structural 
engineer to determine ‘roof 
framing’ and rafter design

7. Select appropriate
batten sizes 
and spacings

4. Assess performance
requirements: acoustics, thermal, fire,

ventilation

6. Select correct 
underlay

2. Establish topography and
exposure of site and assess wind

and rain resistance
10. Produce project

specification and drawings

9. Select fittings and
accessories to meet

aesthetic and performance
criteria

Reference should also be made to the latest versions of BS 5534 
‘Code of Practice for Slating and Tiling (including shingles)’, and to 
BS 8000: Part 6: ‘Workmanship on Building Sites: Code of Practice 
for slating and tiling of roofs and claddings’ and BS 5250 ‘Control of 
Condensation’. 

The following information is provided for guidance only. Designers 
should ensure that they make all the necessary calculations and take 
into account all aspects of the specific project design and location.

Step 1: Legislation and planning 
Guidance on legislation is given on pages 168-169. Planning 
permission for roofs may be necessary in certain areas and is 
dependent on Local Authority policy and control. 

Step 2: Exposure, wind and rain
Establish the exposure zone of the site by reference to the map on 
page 19. This divides the UK into four categories of exposure to 
driving rain and is based on rain penetration data from BS 8104,  
‘Code of practice for assessing exposure of walls to wind-driven rain’ 
and BRE Report 262 ‘Thermal insulation: avoiding risks’. The map 
applies to buildings of up to 12 metres in height at the ridge. 

Where the roof slope exceeds 6 metres in length and/or the site is 
rated to be in a severe exposure category, guidance on the suitability  
of the roof tile or slate should be confirmed by contacting the 
Technical Advisory Service. 

Calculate the wind suction loading either in accordance with  
BS EN 1991: Part 1-4 or use the design calculations on wind loads  
in BS 5534. Alternatively, see our online calculator for a full fixing 
specification.

Step 3: Roof shape and structure
Determine design of roof and configuration of roof supports with 
structural engineer and truss rafter manufacturer.

Ensure that the roof structure is adequate for the total weight of the 
tiles/slates as laid, the calculated wind loading and any other relevant 
loading criteria (see page 20). Weights as laid are shown on the 
appropriate product pages.

As a rule, roofs that include hips and/or valleys should have a steeper 
pitch than simple mono- or duo-pitch roofs. At hips or valleys, the 
effective pitch of the hip/valley is reduced by 5-10°, making it more 
vulnerable to water penetration.

Step 4: Assess performance against 
regulatory requirements
Roof performance criteria will vary according to design, building 
function etc., further guidance on condensation is shown on pages 
12-17 and on Thermal, page 22. Acoustics, Fire, Drainage, Chimneys 
and Flues and information on the Regulations in Scotland and 
Northern Ireland are shown in brief on page 23.

Step 5: Tile/slate selection
The choice of roof covering is a combination of planning, aesthetic 
and performance criteria. The key factors are shape, size, colour, 
texture, material and sustainability. 

Step 6: Underlay
Select a roofing underlay in accordance with the recommendations  
of BS 5534.

Marley Eternit offer vapour permeable and non-breathable Universal 
underlays, both with integral lap sealing.

The underlay may be either fully supported or unsupported (draped), 
should be of adequate strength, durable and resistant to water 
penetration. Unsupported underlay should also be resistant to wind 
uplift and ‘ballooning’. There are two categories: HR non-vapour 
permeable underlay (for example, Marley Eternit’s non-breathable 
underlay) as described in BS 5534; and LR, vapour permeable 
underlay. In the case of LR underlays (for example Marley Eternit’s 
vapour permeable underlay)., the designer must ensure that 
the manufacturers’ stated water vapour resistance values are in 
accordance with BS 5250 and Condensation Risk Analysis. These 
types of underlay should comply with BS EN 13859-1, or have Third 
Party accreditation, such as a BBA certificate.

Select the minimum horizontal lap for the underlay appropriate to the 
rafter pitch from Table 1.

Table 1

Rafter pitch              Minimum horizontal lap for underlay 
  unsupported  fully supported vertical 
  (mm) (mm) (mm)

12.5° to 14° 225 150 150

15° to 34° 150 100 150

35° and above 100 75 150

Step 7: Battens
Battens should be selected and graded in accordance with BS 5534.

Table 2

Application                                 Basic minimum size of batten 
 Up to 450mm span   Up to 600mm span

 Width Depth Width Depth 
 (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

Slates (double lap) 
Natural: sized or random 50 25 50 25 
Fibre cement or concrete 38 25 50 25

Clay and concrete tiles 
Double lap 38 25 38 25 
Single lap 38 25 50 25

 
Where boarding or rigid sarking is used, counterbattens are required 
over the boarding, either above or below the underlay, to allow any water 
that penetrates the tiling or slating to drain away to the eaves gutter.

Counterbattens should be not less than 19mm wide x 25mm deep. 
The centres of counterbattens should coincide with the rafters or trusses.

When fixing vertically, the use of counterbattens improves alignment 
and drainage and reduces the number of direct fixings into a masonry 
wall. If necessary, however, battens can be secured directly to the wall 
using special fixings.

Step 8: Fixing specifications
A full fixing specification should be obtained from the Technical 
Advisory Service, or by visiting www.marleyeternit.co.uk/tilefix. A fixing 
specification can also be determined by using calculations in BS 5534, 
which states that all single lap slates or tiles must be mechanically 
fixed. Table 3, below, shows the minimum fixing specification only, 
subject to location. 

Table 3

Roof pitch (°) Minimum fixing specification

Clay plain tiles

30-59° (Acme single Two courses of tiles at eaves and top   
camber, Hawkins)  courses twice nailed. In addition,    
 all perimeter tiles and every fifth course  
 twice nailed.

35-59° (Acme double Two courses of tiles at eaves  
camber, Ashdowne) and top courses twice nailed. 
 In addition, all perimeter tiles and 
 every fifth course twice nailed.

60° and above All tiles twice nailed.

Concrete plain tiles

35-59° Two courses of tiles at eaves and top courses  
 twice nailed. In addition, all perimeter tiles  
 and every fifth course twice nailed.

60° and above All tiles twice nailed.

Fibre cement slates 

15-19° (Thrutone) All slates twice nailed and riveted.

15-19° (Birkdale) All slates hook fixed/twice nailed at perimeters  
 (refer to specific fixing instructions).

20-90° All slates twice nailed and tail riveted.

Interlocking slates and tiles

15-22° All perimeter tiles clipped (additional fixings  
 may be required subject to calculation).

22.5-44° Every tile to be mechanically fixed.

45-54° All tiles fixed with at least one nail  
 (additional clipping may be required subject  
 to calculation).

55° and above All tiles nailed and clipped.

Step 9: Fittings and accessories
Check that any fittings or accessories specified are suitable for the 
roof design and its associated performance requirements by referring 
to the Marley Eternit ‘Accessories’ brochure.

The decision  
making process



 

Legislation, guidance  
and reference
Before contemplating any pitched roof design (or any  
other roof design), the designer must be aware of the 
current legislation, as well as the design requirements and 
standards that govern and influence the style, parameters, 
performance, products and construction of the roof. 
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Building Regulations
These are mandatory regulations and, in England and Wales, are 
generated and approved by the Department for Communities and 
Local Government (DCLG). 

In Scotland they are generated and approved by the Scottish 
Government and in Northern Ireland, by the Department of Finance 
and Personnel.

They must be complied with for all new-build and a great deal of 
refurbishment work. They consist of the Building Regulations 2010 (as 
amended) for England and Wales, the  Building (Scotland) Regulations 
2013, and the Building Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2012.

Compliance with these regulations is the responsibility of the building 
designer, who may be the owner of the building, his appointed 
architect, a structural engineer appointed by the owner or his architect 
or, in the case of small buildings, the actual builder. 

The increasing complexity of roof constructions and the codes that 
govern their design has led many building designers to request the  
specialist services of a roof designer. In the case of pitched trussed 
rafter roofs, design or design-and-build sub-contracts may also be  
left to a trussed rafter designer. 

The Approved Documents of the Building Regulations (England and 
Wales), the Technical Handbooks (domestic and non-domestic) 
(Scotland) and the Technical booklets (Northern Ireland) provide 
practical guidance for some of the common building situations in 
respect of the requirements for materials and workmanship.

Copies of the Approved Documents that accompany the Building 
Regulations 2010 (as amended) for England and Wales can be 
downloaded from www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations  
or obtained from RIBA Bookshops by visiting: 
www.ribabookshops.com

Copies of the complete set of Handbooks that accompany the 
Building (Scotland) Regulations 2013 for Scotland can be downloaded 
from the SBSA web site (www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-Environment/ 
Building/Building-standards/techbooks/techhandbooks).

British Standards
A British Standard is a published document that contains a technical 
specification or other precise criteria designed to be used consistently 
as a rule, guideline, or definition. They are a summary of best practice 
and are created by bringing together the experience and expertise 
of all interested parties – the producers, sellers, buyers, users and 
regulators of a particular material, product, process or service.

Standards are designed for voluntary use and do not impose any 
regulations. However, laws and regulations may refer to certain 
standards and make compliance with them compulsory. 

The principal British Standards relevant to this document are:

BS 5534: 2014 ‘Slating and tiling for pitched roofs and  
vertical cladding code of practice (including shingles)’
Gives recommendations for the design, materials, application, 
installation and performance of slates, tiles, shingles and shakes and 
their associated fittings and accessories used in the construction of  
pitched roofs and vertical cladding applications. Rain and wind 
resistance, along with durability, thermal insulation, the control of 
condensation, fire resistance, sound, environmental and health and 
safety issues are also considered.

To be read in conjunction with BS 8000-6.

BS 8000-6: 2013 ‘Workmanship on building sites. Code of  
practice for slating and tiling of roofs and claddings’.
Applies to the laying and fixing of clay and concrete tiles, natural  
and fibre cement slates and their associated fixings and accessories. 
Common Arrangement of Work Section (CAWS) classifications H60, 
H61, H65 and H92.

BS 5250: 2011+A1: 2016 ‘Code of practice for control of 
condensation in buildings’
Describes the causes and effects of surface and interstitial 
condensation in buildings and gives recommendations for its control 
(see pages 12-17 for Control of Condensation in Roofs).

Standards in development  
BS 8612: ‘Dry-fixed Ridge, Hip and Gable Systems for Roofs - 
Product Specifications’

The introduction of this standard will apply minimum performance 
requirements to dry fix systems.

Health and safety
To ensure safe working practices during construction, the designer 
should consider relevant safety regulations. These include the 
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations and the Health 
and Safety Executive’s approved code of practice for management  
of health and safety at work.

Other guidance documents
Certain advisory bodies such as the National House Building Council 
(NHBC), Loss Prevention Council, Building Research Establishment 
Ltd (BRE) and Timber Research and Development Association 
(TRADA) also produce recommendations and guidance on roof 
construction which should be considered.

Key Standards and regulations

Ventilation
• England and Wales: Part F1 ‘Means of  
 Ventilation’

• Scotland: Technical handbook, Section 3  
 ‘Environment’

See ‘BS 5250 – ventilation guidance’,  
pages 172-177

Moisture
• England and Wales: Part C ‘Site Preparation  
 and Resistance to Moisture’

• Scotland: Technical handbook, Section 3  
 ‘Environment’ 

• Northern Ireland: Part C ‘Site Preparation  
 and Resistance to Moisture’

See ‘Weather resistance’ pages 18-21 and  
‘BS 5250 – ventilation guidance’, pages 12-17

Thermal
• England and Wales: Part L ‘Conservation  
 of fuel and power’

• Scotland: Technical handbook, Section 6  
 ‘Energy’ 

• Northern Ireland: Part F ‘Conservation of  
 fuel and power’

See ‘Thermal insulation’ page 22 and ‘BS 5250  
– ventilation guidance’, pages 12-17

Fire
• England and Wales: Part B ‘Fire Safety’

• Scotland: Technical handbook,  
 Section 2 ‘Fire’

• Northern Ireland: Part E ‘Fire Safety’

BS 5250: ‘Control of  
Condensation in Buildings’ 
Describes the causes and effects of surface  
and interstitial condensation in buildings and  
gives recommendations for its control (see  
pages 12-17 for control of condensation  
in roofs).

BS 5534: ‘Code of Practice  
for Slating and Tiling (2014)
Gives recommendations for the design,  
materials, application, installation and  
performance of slates and tiles (see also  
pages 10-11).

BS 8000-6: ‘Workmanship  
on building sites. Code of  
practice for slating and tiling  
of roofs and claddings’.
Applies to the laying and fixing of clay and  
concrete tiles, natural and fibre cement slates  
and their associated fixings and accessories.

BS 5250

BS 5534

BS 8000

The following section summarises many of the relevant documents, 
but is by no means exhaustive.

Designers are advised to check the latest updates to the  
Approved Documents by accessing the DCLG website:  
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations

Or in the case of the Scottish Regulations: 
www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/Building-standards

Or the Northern Ireland Approved Documents: www.dfpni.gov.uk/
index/buildings-energy-efficiency-buildings

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/bs5534?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/bs5534?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Small tile cuts
Marley Eternit head and tail clip packs, and 
secret cut tile clip packs provide an effective 
solution for mechanically fixing small tile cuts 
at both the hip and valley.

BS 5534-compliant dry  
fix solutions
Avoiding mortar with its associated risks and maintenance  
will always be best practice, and the changes to BS 5534 
should assist in the continued adoption of dry fix.

For a mortar and maintenance-free mechanical fix, Marley 
Eternit also offers a range of high performance dry fix 
solutions, including ridge and hip systems that are able  
to contribute towards ventilation to meet the requirements  
of BS 5250.

Fixing
Every single lap tile must be 
mechanically fixed
Changes to wind load calculations will 
require all single lap tiles to be mechanically 
fixed with either a clip or a nail. The proportion of each will 
depend on a number of factors which can be calculated by the 
Marley Eternit fixing specification service. 

Solution: Solofix  – the one-piece clip and nail  
for all standard interlocking tiles
Clipping, with two-piece aluminium or 
stainless steel clips and nails, can be 
time-consuming, and time is money.

In response, Marley Eternit has launched 
the SoloFix one-piece clip and nail for all 
standard interlocking tiles, providing an affordable fixing that 
not only installs up to 30% faster than traditional clips, but 
delivers outstanding strength and durability.

To see how SoloFix performs against  
traditional clips, watch our roof installation  
race at marleyeternit.co.uk/solofix or scan 
the QR code to the right.
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BS 5534 solutions
BS 5534 was substantially updated and improved in 
2014 and is the British Standard for slating and tiling. 
It provides the industry with guidance on best practice 
relating to the installation of roofs and contains a vast 
array of information, ranging from batten selection, 
to methods of fixing, through to wind uplift formulas, 
which provide manufacturers with means of calculating 
fixing specifications.

BS 5534 key factors
Extreme weather events such as gale force winds, driving rain and 
flooding are on the rise and placing more strain on the UK roofscape 
than ever before. Added to this is a push to harmonise many of the 
standards and regulations across the European Union. Updates to the 
British Standard for Slating and Tiling ultimately ensure that the UK is 
more closely aligned with the standards and practices outlined in the 
equivalent Eurocodes. 

01 Mortar bedding
Mortar can no longer be  
used as the only means of fixing
Under BS 5534, the use of mortar as a sole 
means of fixing roof tiles and fittings is insufficient.

Not only should careful consideration be given to the  
creation of a suitable roof mortar through the correct sand  
and cement mix, but tiles or fittings bedded with this mortar 
must also be accompanied by a mechanical fix, wherever  
they are on the roof.

Solution 1: Marley Eternit dry fix systems - see 
opposite

Solution 2: Mortar bedded security ridge and hip kits 
Where mortar bedding is required, Marley Eternit offers  
mortar bedded security ridge and hip kits. These provide 
installers with enough mechanical fixings to secure ridge  
and hip units directly to the timber framework of the roof.  
In addition, clips for mechanically fixing small tile cuts at the 
hip and valley are also available, see opposite.

To view a short installation video on both  
of our mortar bedded security kits, 
please visit marleyeternit.co.uk/
securityridge or  
marleyeternit.co.uk/
securityhip.

02

03
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04Underlays
With lightweight underlays now commonplace,  
it has been necessary to issue new guidelines  
to ensure they are securely installed. In contrast  
to their traditional bitumen coated predecessors, the new 
lightweight underlays, if not secured properly, can ‘balloon’ 
in the roof space, placing a load on the underside of the roof 
covering, with the potential to dislodge it.  
BS 5534-compliant mechanical fixing specifications will help 
eliminate the potential roof damage caused by these issues.

Solution: When installing any underlay, It is important 
that both manufacturer and British Standard guidelines 
are followed.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/-oFMuQ6fxT8?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing 
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Underlays.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Roofs with a large void above the insulation
Where insulation is at ceiling level and the void is therefore 
uninhabited and ‘cold’.

Here, problems with condensation can be minimised provided 
that there is adequate provision for ventilation, which BS 5250  
specifies as:

• 25mm along the length of the eaves for pitches of 15° or less

• 10mm along the length of the eaves for pitches of more  
 than 15°

• Additional continuous 5mm ventilation at high level for roofs  
 where pitch exceeds 35°, or for roofs of any pitch with a  
 span of more than 10m for lean-to or mono-pitch roofs.

Notes on roof types 1, 2 and 3 for ‘cold’ and ‘warm’ roofs

• If it is not possible to use ridge ventilators or eaves ventilators because of the  
 detailing of the roof, in-line ventilators should be used.

•  The clear ventilation path from the interior of the roof to the exterior must  
 always be designed so that it does not compromise the weatherproof function  
 of either the underlay or the roof covering.

•  All ventilation openings should be fitted with a screen or grille to help prevent  
 the ingress of rain, snow, birds and large insects, but the holes in the grille  
 should be not less than 4mm in diameter to prevent excessive airflow resistance.

BS 5250 ventilation guidance

For advice, literature and samples Tel 01283 722588 or visit marleyeternit.co.uk   1312   Design considerations

Standards and Regulations
Detailed information on methods to control harmful 
condensation is given in British Standard BS 5250: 
‘Code of practice for control of condensation in 
buildings’ Section 8.4 ‘Roofs’.

Approved Document C ‘Site preparation and  
resistance to moisture’ contains information relating 
to ‘Roofs (resistance to damage from interstitial 
condensation)’ and ‘Roofs (resistance to surface 
condensation and mould growth)’ in Part 6.

The relevant document is Approved Document Part 
F1 ‘Means of ventilation’.

Designers should consider the position of terminals 
to ventilation systems when designing the roof. 
Approved Document F1 states that there shall be 
adequate ventilation provided for people in the 
building. It does not apply to a building or space 
within a building into which people do not normally 
go, or which is used solely for storage, or a garage 
used solely in connection with a single dwelling. 

Control of condensation
Condensation in roof spaces has become more of a problem with the 
increase in highly insulated buildings. Moreover, changes in life style 
have led to higher levels of water vapour in modern buildings. This 
water vapour naturally ascends to the roof space, where it condenses 
on contact with cooler surfaces. Further condensation is likely to be 
caused by climatic conditions, and may eventually result in timber rot, 
metal corrosion and damage to insulation and fittings.

Approved Document C states: ‘6.10 A roof will meet the requirements 
if it is designed and constructed in accordance with clause 8.4 of  
BS 5250 and BS EN ISO 13788.’

Detailed information on methods to control harmful condensation 
is given in British Standard BS 5250: ‘Code of practice for control 
of condensation in buildings’ Section 8.4 ‘Roofs’. Prevention of 
condensation in roof voids is best achieved by the provision of natural 
air ventilation.

BS 5250 states that the designer should take account of the 
following moisture sources in buildings:
• Water incorporated during the construction process (including  
 precipitation);

• Precipitation after construction;

• Water vapour arising from the occupants and their activities;

• Temporary condensation occurring when cold weather conditions  
 are followed by warm, humid weather.

Sealed ceilings
BS 5250 emphasises the importance of well-sealed ceilings as a 
means to curb the transfer of moisture into a roof space by means of 
moisture laden air. This means:

• The avoidance of gaps and holes in a ceiling;

• The siting of access doors or hatches into the roofspace away from  
 moisture producing areas such as bathrooms or kitchens;

• That hatch covers must be effectively sealed;

• High levels of workmanship.

Airtightness of ceilings
Air leakage through gaps in a ceiling transfers more heat and moisture 
into the roof by convection than passes through the ceiling materials 
by diffusion.

Sealing the ceiling is therefore an essential requirement when 
considering the design of the roof envelope.

Key design issues to consider are as follows:

• Avoid construction gaps

• Avoid roof access doors or hatches in rooms that produce  
 excessive moisture

• Use a sealed loft hatch and frame to BS EN 13141-1

• Seal all services and rooflights

• Use recessed light fittings rated IP60 to IP65 to BS EN 60529

• Seal the head of cavity walls to prevent transfer of warm moist air  
 into the loft

Underlays
The British Standard recognises two types of underlay.

• LR underlay: water vapour resistance of < 0.25MN,s/g

• HR underlay: water vapour resistance of > 0.25MN,s/g

When considering the choice of underlay, the designer must consider 
the system as a whole, including the vapour resistance of other 
elements such as plywood, chipboard etc.

Generally speaking, the lower water vapour resistance levels of LR 
underlays, mean increased capacity to reduce condensation.

The use of a vapour-permeable underlay may also assist in the 
dispersion of moisture-laden air. However, as this air is discharged  
into the batten/counterbatten space, it is important that this void  
is also effectively ventilated. It is recommended that designers  
should undertake a Condensation Risk Analysis in accordance with 
BS 5250 to determine the level of ventilation required.

Roof types
BS 5250 discusses three roof types:

01

Roofs with a small void or no void above the insulation
Where the insulation follows the line of the rafters, often creating 
a habitable space, or ‘warm’ roof.

Problems with condensation can be minimised by elimination 
of gaps in the insulation and providing a well sealed ceiling.

BS 5250 specifies adequate provision for ventilation for these 
types of roof as:

• Low level openings should be equivalent in area to a  
 continuous opening of not less than 25mm along the length  
 of all the eaves.

• High level openings should be equivalent to a continuous  
 opening of not less than 5mm along the length of the ridge  
 or hip.

02

Tiled and slated roofs containing rooms
These should be ventilated as 2, above, but if an obstruction  
to a ventilation path occurs, such as fire separating walls, 
additional ventilation openings should be provided.

• Immediately below the obstruction equivalent to 5mm along  
 the length of the obstruction.

• Immediately above the obstruction equivalent to 25mm  
 along the length of the obstruction.

03

BS 5250



Key to illustrations
   

                                   Low Resistance underlay               

                                  High Resistance underlay                             

                                  Sarking

Normal ceiling
A ceiling where no attempt has been made to seal  
all gaps or penetrations (e.g. light drops, pipes etc.)

Well-sealed ceiling
The design avoids construction gaps, especially at  
the wall ceiling junction with dry lining construction and holes 
in the ceiling. 

No access door or hatch should be located in rooms where 
large amounts of moisture are produced, including kitchens or 
bathrooms. 

The ceiling is sealed to the external walls to limit any leakage 
through cracks. The head of all cavities in the external walls, 
party walls and partition walls is sealed to prevent transfer of 
warm, moist air into the loft.

Pitches under 35° or with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Pitches over 35° or with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Pitches of 15° or less

25,000
mm /m2

25,000
mm /m2

Warm roof/building areas

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

All pitches with roof spans greater than 10m

7,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

Cold roof areas

BS 5250 ventilation guidance
Cold roofs
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In a ‘cold roof’, the most common form of roof construction, the 
insulation is laid at ceiling joist level, leaving the roof space relatively 
colder than the accommodation below.

To comply with Approved Document C and BS 5250, free airspace 
should be provided at both eaves and/or ridge level to ensure that 
effective through-ventilation of the whole roof is achieved, and thereby 
to assist in the control of condensation.

The following illustrations suggest the correct positioning of vents and 
the precise amount of free airspace required for four types of ‘cold 
roof’ construction in accordance with Approved Document C and  
BS 5250. These recommendations apply if an HR underlay is used.

Ventilation options

Fully breathable underlays
The British Standard mainly distinguishes between two types of 
underlay: high resistance (HR) impermeable and low resistance (LR) 
vapour permeable. However, there are some manufacturers of low 
resistance underlays that claim their products are fully breathable, 
negating the requirement for ventilation as set out in the British Standard.

There are a number of factors to consider before using any type of  
low resistance underlay, including:

1. How well the ceiling is sealed

2. Whether a close-fitting roof covering is being used

3. Obstructions in the roof space

In all circumstances, Marley Eternit recommend the use of additional 
ventilation when using any type of low resistance underlay.

This can be achieved through the use of ventilated eaves and 
ventilated ridge systems or in-line ventilators.

Plain tiles

25mm battens

25mm counterbattens

Insulation

Type LR vapour permeable underlay

Ventilated airspace

Ceiling

Rafter

Ventilated airspace

Tiles

Underlay (permeable 
or impermeable)

Rafter

Ventilated airspace

Insulation Ceiling

Pitches under 35° or with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Pitches over 35° or with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Pitches of 15° or less

25,000
mm /m2

25,000
mm /m2

Roofs with a ‘normal’ ceiling
Bituminous felts and vapour impermeable underlays 
(high resistance)
Ventilation of the loft space under a traditional bituminous  
felt or non-vapour permeable underlay has proven to be an 
effective and robust solution when used with suitable high  
and low level ventilation.

 

 

Vapour permeable underlays (low resistance)
A low resistance underlay can reduce the requirement for 
ventilating the roof space. On fully boarded roofs, i.e. sarking, 
low resistance underlays should be treated as impermeable 
and the roof space below ventilated in accordance with the 
high resistance underlay requirements described above.

Where a close-fitting roof covering has been used, the batten 
spacing should be ventilated in accordance with BS 5250 
using counterbattens.

Roofs with a ‘well-sealed’ ceiling
Bituminous felts and vapour impermeable underlays 
(high resistance)
The ventilation requirements for cold roofs with vapour 
impermeable underlays and ‘well-sealed ceilings’ are the 
same as for those without. Installing a ‘well-sealed ceiling’ will 
make the roof more energy efficient because airtightness will 
have prevented heat loss through convection. Heat loss due 
to low speed air currents over the cold side of the insulation 
(caused by ventilation) is negligible.

 

 

Vapour permeable underlays (low resistance)
The installation and maintenance of a ‘well-sealed ceiling’  
with a vapour permeable underlay can reduce the ventilation 
requirements.

However, where a close fitting roof covering is used, the 
batten space should be ventilated in accordance with  
BS 5250 using counterbattens.

Pitches under 35° or with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Pitches over 35° or with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Pitches of 15° or less

25,000
mm /m2

25,000
mm /m2

Roof spans under 10m (pitches under 35°)

Pitches under 35° or with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

Pitches over 35° or with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Pitches of 15° or less

25,000
mm /m2

25,000
mm /m2

 Roof spans over 10m (or pitches over 35°)

 Roof spans under 10m (pitches under 35°)

 Roof spans over 10m (or pitches over 35°)

For sarking applications:
 Roof spans under 10m (pitches under 35°)

For sarking applications: 
Roof spans over 10m (or pitches over 35°)

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

5,000 mm2/m

Normal ceiling

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

All pitches with roof spans greater than 10m

7,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

All pitches with roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

Normal ceiling

10,000
mm2/m

10,000
mm2/m

5,000 mm2/m

Normal ceiling

7,000
mm2/m

7,000
mm2/m

All pitches with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm2/m

Normal ceiling

All pitches and roof spans less than 10m

10,000
mm /m2

10,000
mm /m2

Well-sealed ceiling

Roof spans under 10m (pitches under 35°)

 Roof spans over 10m (or pitches over 35°)

Roof spans under 10m (pitches of 10-75°)

Roof spans over 10m (or pitches over 35°)

All pitches and roof spans less than 10m

All pitches and roof spans less than 10m

3,000
mm /m2

3,000
mm /m

3,000
mm /m

3,000
mm /m

2

5,000
mm /m2

5,000
mm /m2

All pitches with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

5,000
mm /m2

Well-sealed ceiling

Well-sealed ceiling

Well-sealed ceiling

All pitches and roof spans less than 10m

All pitches and roof spans less than 10m

3,000
mm /m2

3,000
mm /m

3,000
mm /m

3,000
mm /m

2

5,000
mm /m2

5,000
mm /m2

All pitches with roof spans greater than 10m

5,000
mm /m2

5,000
mm /m2

Well-sealed ceiling

Well-sealed ceiling

Well-sealed ceiling

Close-fitting coverings
When specifying a close-fitting covering which is relatively  
airtight (such as fibre cement slates with an LR underlay), 
there is a risk of interstitial condensation forming on the 
underside of the underlay and the external covering. 

To avoid this risk, the batten space should be ventilated in 
accordance with BS 5250 using counterbattens.



Key to illustrations
   
                                   Low Resistance underlay               

                                  High Resistance underlay                             

Warm pitched roof with HR underlay
In roofs with an HR underlay, whatever form of external 
covering or ceiling is provided, there is a risk of interstitial 
condensation forming on the underside of the HR underlay. 
To avoid that risk, an AVCL (air vapour control layer) should 
be provided on the warm side of the insulation and ventilated 
voids should be formed between the underside of the underlay 
and the insulation. Each void should be at least 25mm deep 
and vented at both high and low level.

Warm pitched roof with LR underlay
In warm pitched roofs with LR underlay, an AVCL should be 
provided at the ceiling line.

If the external covering is sufficiently permeable, it will allow 
vapour to be released and no ventilation of the batten space  
is recommended.

If it is not practicable to provide an AVCL, there might be 
some risk of interstitial condensation forming on the underside 
of the underlay. To avoid the risk, ventilated voids should be 
provided.

BS 5250 ventilation guidance
Warm roofs
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In a ‘warm roof’, the insulation can be laid above, between or below 
rafter level, or in a combination of all these positions. This form of 
construction is generally chosen when the roof space is to be used for 
habitation.

Even though there is less risk of condensation with ‘warm roof’ 
construction, it is practically impossible to seal all joints, gaps and  
penetrations against all water vapour transmission, and it is therefore 
recommended that ‘warm’ roofs be ventilated at high and low level to 
comply with Approved Document C and BS 5250.

The following illustrations suggest the correct positioning of vents and 
the precise amount of free airspace required for three types of  ‘warm 
roof’ construction in accordance with BS 5250.

Ventilation options
Small void above insulation and a type HR underlay

No void above insulation and a type LR underlay

Fully breathable underlays
The British Standard mainly distinguishes between two types of 
underlay: high resistance (HR) impermeable and low resistance (LR) 
vapour permeable. However, there are some manufacturers of low 
resistance underlays that claim their products are fully breathable, 
negating the requirement for ventilation as set out in the British 
Standard.

There are a number of factors to consider before using any type of low 
resistance underlay, including:

1. How well the ceiling is sealed

2. Whether a close-fitting roof covering is being used

3. Obstructions in the roof space

In all circumstances, Marley Eternit recommend the use of additional 
ventilation when using any type of low resistance underlay.

This can be achieved through the use of ventilated eaves and 
ventilated ridge systems in the batten space.

Roofs with an AVCL
Bituminous felts and vapour impermeable  
underlays (high resistance (for example Marley 
Eternit’s non-breathable underlay)
The ventilation requirements for cold roofs with vapour 
impermeable underlays and ‘well-sealed ceilings’ are the 
same as those without. Installing a ‘well-sealed ceiling’ will 
make the roof more energy efficient because airtightness will 
have prevented heat loss through convection. Heat loss due 
to low speed air currents over the cold side of the insulation 
(caused by ventilation) is negligible.

Vapour permeable underlays (low resistance)
Where an AVCL has been installed, the harmful effects caused 
by condensation can be controlled by the use of a vapour 
permeable underlay without ventilation. The vapour permeable 
underlay may be laid fully supported on the insulation or 
draped unsupported. 

An AVCL is essential on the warm side of the insulation. If 
there is any doubt about the ability to provide and maintain an 
effectively sealed AVCL, then ventilation should be provided 
as if the underlay were impermeable.

Traditional underlay and AVCL (10°-75° pitches)

Roof covering

Vapour control layer

Roofing underlay 
non-vapour 
permeable

50mm deep ventilated void

Insulation

Rafter

Well-sealed ceiling

25mm deep counterbattens

Roof covering

Counterbattens

Vapour control layer

Type LR underlay 
supported on the 
insulation material

Insulation

Well-sealed ceiling

Tiles or slates

Vapour control layer

Roofing underlay 
vapour or non-vapour 
permeable

Ventilated airspace 
between counterbattens

Insulation

Rafter

Well-sealed ceiling

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m HR underlay

Vapour permeable underlay and ‘normal ceiling’

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/mLR underlay

Vapour control layer and well-sealed ceiling

LR underlay

Roofs with a close-fitting roof covering
For warm roofs with a close-fitting roof covering, ventilation 
will be required either above or below the underlay, 
dependent on the underlay type.

Ventilation void above underlay

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m HR underlay

Vapour permeable underlay and ‘normal ceiling’

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/mLR underlay

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m HR underlay

Vapour permeable underlay and ‘normal ceiling’

Cold
Cold

50mm

5,000
mm2/m

5,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/m

25,000
mm2/mLR underlay

Ventilation void below underlay

Close-fitting coverings
When specifying a close fitting covering which is relatively  
airtight (such as fibre cement slates with an LR underlay), 
there is a risk of interstitial condensation forming on the 
underside of the underlay and the external covering. 

To avoid this risk, the batten space should be ventilated in 
accordance with BS 5250 using counterbattens.



Weather resistance
rain and snow
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Approved Document C
Clause C2 of Approved Document C states that  
the roof of the building shall adequately protect  
the building and people who use the building  
from harmful effects caused by precipitation and 
wind-driven spray.

Roofs are required to resist the penetration of 
precipitation (rainfall) to the inside of the building, 
thereby preventing damage to any part of the building where it might 
be carried.

Most pitched roofs keep the rain and snow out of the building 
and give satisfactory performance. However, it is acknowledged 
that similar roofs built to the same design and using identical roof 
materials, but in different locations, may not necessarily provide the 
same level of assurance, since they will be subject to different weather 
conditions and exposure.

Exposure to driving rain
The UK has a high risk of severe driving rain, and even in some 
sheltered locations, may be subject to high levels of deluge rainfall.

BS 5534 defines two categories of exposure, based on the driving rain 
data given in BS 8104 and BR 262 and should be used for buildings 
up to 12 metres in height (see map opposite). For buildings over 12m 
in height, the influence of increased wind speeds should be taken into 
account using BS EN 1991-1-4. Guidance on the use of Marley Eternit 
tiles and slates on roofs greater than 12m in height should be obtained 
from the Technical Advisory Service.

Performance of tiles and slates
Rain penetration of the roof covering is dependent on a combination 
of the rainfall rate, wind speed, and the ability of the roof tile or slate to 
resist the ingress of snow and rainwater.

The designer should therefore be aware of the various means by 
which rain and snow can, under certain conditions, penetrate the roof 
covering. These include: 

• capillary action and rainwater creep 

• raindrop bounce and negative pressure rain suction

• driving rain, deluge rain and flooding

• surcharging of rainwater over laps on  long rafter roofs

• wind-driven snow.

Roof pitch
When determining the pitch, headlap and/or sidelap of a tile or slate, 
the roof pitch is taken to be equal to the rafter pitch. Hence, all 
references to pitch refer to the rafter pitch, with the laid angle of the 
roof tile or slate always being less than roof pitch.

The actual pitch of a slate or tile should be determined in accordance 
with the following guidelines:

Tile/slate to rafter pitch angles
• Plain tiles: 7° less than rafter pitch 

• Interlocking single lap tiles and slates: 5° less than rafter pitch

• Double lap fibre cement slates: 1.25° less than rafter pitch

Marley Eternit plain tiles, interlocking tiles, slates  and fibre cement 
slates are designed and tested to minimum rafter pitches, below 
which a build up of surface water may cause the product to leak.

If the design rafter pitch is less than the minimum recommended rafter 
pitch for the particular tile or slate, then they can only be considered 
to have an aesthetic function.

In such cases, the true weatherproofing of the roof system must rely 
on a fully supported waterproof membrane with an uninterrupted 
drainage path between counter-battens to the eaves gutter. Details of 
the full specification for such a roof construction can be obtained from 
the Technical Advisory Service.

Head and side laps
All products are subject to the following recommended minimum laps:

Headlap 
Double lap tiles or slates: The headlap for double lap products is taken 
as the distance by which the upper course of the slate or tile provides 
a lap with the next but one course below.

Plain tiles: For Marley Eternit double lap plain tiles, the headlap  
should be not less than 65mm and should not exceed one-third  
of the length of the tile. Double lap plain tiles have a negative 
longitudinal camber, which prevents capillary action and can be  
used satisfactorily at a minimum roof pitch of 35°. The shape of the  
tail should be taken into account when determining the head lap of 
feature and ornamental tiles. 

Fibre cement slates: The headlap of double lap fibre cement slates 
is determined from the length and width of the slate, the driving rain 
exposure category of the site, and the roof pitch. For all roof pitches 
between 20° and 75° the recommended minimum head lap for fibre 
cement slates should be determined from Table 4: 

Table 4

Size of Typical                                Rafter pitch* 
slate (mm) laps (mm) Moderate exposure  Severe exposure

600x300 110 20° and over 22.5° and over

600x300 100 22.5° and over 25° and over

500x250 100 22.5° and over 25° and over

* Applies to roofs with slopes up to 6m in length (severe/ very severe) and 9m in length  

  (sheltered/moderate).

 
Single lap tiles or slates: For single lap tiles, the headlap is the 
distance by which a course of tiles provides an overlap with the  
next course below. In the case of Marley Eternit interlocking single  
lap tiles and slates, a minimum overlap of 75mm is sufficient for 
most roof pitches of 30° and above. Below 30°, the overlap may be 
increased to 100mm to cater for different surface finishes (smooth, 
granular or sanded). 

Sidelap
Double lap tiles or slates: For double lap fibre cement slates and plain 
tiles, the notional sidelap is the side distance by which the slate or tile 
overlaps the slate or tile in the next course below

Plain tiles: For plain tiles, the sidelap should be not less than one-third 
the width of the tile and using Marley Eternit plain tiles at 100mm 
gauge, the side lap should be not less than 55mm for clay plain tiles 
and 56mm for concrete plain tiles.

Fibre cement slates: The sidelap for double lap fibre cement slates 
should be the minimum value derived by calculation in accordance 
with BS 5534 for the relevant driving rain exposure category.

Single lap tiles: The sidelap for Marley Eternit single lap products is 
the amount by which one tile overlaps the adjacent tile in the same 
course by way of a side interlock or upstand feature which forms part 
of a proprietary side-lock design.

Performance testing
All Marley Eternit tiles, slates, fittings and accessories are designed 
and tested to function effectively at specified minimum roof pitches 
and laps in all areas of exposure, subject to the above limitations.

Categories of exposure to driving rain**
Exposure Approximate volume of wind-driven rain 
zones (litres/m2 per spell)

 <33  
 (Sheltered exposure)*

 ≥33 <56.5 
 (Moderate exposure)*

 ≥56.5 <100 
 (Severe exposure)*

 100  
 (Very Severe exposure)*

** Categories derived from BS 8104 and BRE 262

Further guidance on categories of exposure to driving rain can be obtained from BS 8104 
‘Code of practice for assessing exposure of walls to wind-driven rain’ and BRE Report 262  
‘Thermal insulation: avoiding risks’.

The effectiveness of the tile or slate to operate at the minimum 
recommended pitch and lap may be influenced by special 
circumstances. Guidance on pitch and lap should be obtained 
from the Technical Advisory Service for the following:

• Interlocking tiles and slates where the roof slope exceeds  
 6 metres in length and/or the site is rated to be in a severe  
 exposure category.

• Double lap fibre cement slates where the roof slope  
 exceeds 6 metres in length (severe/very severe exposure)  
 and 9 metres in length (sheltered/ moderate exposure).
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Ridges and hips
The use of mortar for the bedding of concrete or clay ridge and ridged 
hip tiles on concrete or clay tiles or fibre cement slates, will only 
provide sufficient tensile bond strength to resist wind uplift as long as 
it is not affected by differential movement of the roof structure. This 
applies to low-rise domestic buildings only. In cases of buildings over 
15m ridge height, or industrial buildings, or where high exposure is 
anticipated, the use of mortar bedding should be supplemented by 
mechanical fixings to secure the component to the roof structure.

Marley Eternit dry fix ridge and hip systems provide full mechanical 
fixing of all ridge and hip tiles to meet BS 5534 recommendations.

In all cases, ridge or hip tiles should be mechanically fixed to resist the 
calculated wind uplift force.

Design for wind loading
When considering the wind loading on the roof covering, designers 
should consult BS 5534. This provides calculation methods to assess  
the wind load on each tile or slate as a uniformly distributed load, 
and also takes into account the porosity of the tiles or slates and the 
effectiveness of the substrate (boarding or sarking), and/or underlay 
shielding, when calculating wind uplift loads.

The standard method in BS EN 1991-1-4 Eurocode 1 ‘Actions 
on structures. General Actions. Wind Actions’ should be used to 
determine the basic wind speed of the site, which is then used to 
calculate the effective wind speed and dynamic wind pressure on the 
roof, by applying a series of factors to account for terrain, topography, 
building height and length etc. 

Control of internal pressure
The total wind force on a roof is dependent on the pressure differential 
between the inner and outer faces of the roof covering.

Such pressures are significantly reduced by the use of underlay or 
boarding beneath tiling or slating. Its contribution towards shielding 
the underside of the tiles or slates from the full transmission of internal 
pressures, places a requirement for the underlay to have an adequate 
tensile strength for the specific application.

The tensile strength of the underlay, its air permeability factor and 
withdrawal resistance of batten nail fixings, is therefore important 
when determining the overall resistance to wind uplift of the roof 
system. Refer to BS 5534.

Pressure distribution in relation to roof pitch
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suction
zone

windwind
30 and 
below

+

+ – –

30 and 
above

Wind forces on buildings
Each year, as many as 200,000 buildings in the UK may be damaged 
by gales. Roof damage represents by far the largest sector of the total 
number of building elements affected. 

Wind can affect a building and its roof in a pattern determined not only 
by climate and topography, but also by wind direction, the shape of 
the building and the pitch of the roof.

Wind blowing at 90° to a building is slowed down when it hits the 
surface of the building, with a consequent build up of pressure. At 
the same time, it is deflected around the end walls and over the roof, 
creating areas of negative pressure or suction. The stronger the wind, 
the greater the suction.

The force of the wind acting on the windward slope of a roof is 
determined by roof pitch. Research has shown that, where the pitch is 
less than 30°, the windward slope can be subjected to severe suction 
or negative pressure. A roof with a pitch greater than 35° generally 
presents sufficient obstruction to the wind to create a positive 
pressure on the windward face, although, even here, there is an area 
close to the ridge where suction develops. Leeward slopes are always 
subject to suction.

During strong wind gusts, the uplift pressure on the roof tiles or slates 
caused by the suction load may be in excess of their dead weight, 
thereby requiring them to be securely fixed by mechanical fixings 
(nails, clips, hooks or screws) to prevent them from being lifted  
from the roof.

In addition, if there is a risk of differential movement between the roof 
structure and adjacent rigid masonry support, fittings such as ridge, 
hip and verge tiles will require mechanical fixing, since no reliance can 
be placed on the tensile strength of bedding mortar.

Restraining an interlocking tile against wind uplift

Aircraft vortices
Roofs near airports can experience high local wind load forces due  
to air vortices created by certain aircraft when taking off and landing, 
which may be greater than the calculated wind loads to BS 5534. 
Designers should seek advice from the Airport Authority Planning 
Department when designing roof fixings in these locations, and refer 
to the guidance contained in BRE Digest 467 ‘Slate and tile roofs: 
avoiding damage from aircraft wake vortices’.

Calculating the fixing specification
The procedures for calculating the wind loads and determining 
the fixing specification for tiles and slates in accordance with  
BS EN 1991-1-4 and BS 5534 are complex to undertake.

Designers are advised to obtain a full roofing fixing specification from 
the Technical Advisory Service. 

Weather resistance
wind

          31           Basic wind speed Vb (in m/s)

Note: Channel Islands basic wind speed = 24 m/s 

* Derived from BS 6399-2

 Basic wind speed*



Thermal insulation
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Building Regulations
The relevant documents are Approved Document  
L1A ‘Conservation of fuel and power in new  
dwellings’; L1B ‘Conservation of fuel and power  
in existing dwellings’; L2A ‘Conservation of fuel  
and power in new buildings other than dwellings’  
and L2B ‘Conservation of fuel and power in existing  
buildings other than dwellings’ for England and  
Wales and Section 6 ‘Energy’ (domestic and non- 
domestic) for Scotland.

The Building Regulations prescribe high standards of building fabric 
insulation for floors, walls and roofs as well as space heating, lighting, 
and hot water controls so as to limit the heat loss from the building.

Compliance
The new requirements of the Regulations are designed to reduce 
carbon emissions from new buildings and to improve the performance 
of existing buildings where new work is carried out.

Parts L1A, L1B, L2A and L2B have a single method of compliance. 
This is expressed in CO2 emissions in kg/m2/year and is calculated  
by the SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) 2012 method for 
dwellings and the iSBEM model for non-dwellings. This is normally 
undertaken by a specialist consultant.

In terms of the roof, designers will no longer be able to specify  
‘roofs to comply with Part L’ on drawings or in 
specifications. Products can no longer be labelled ‘Part L compliant’, 
as no one element or product can meet Part L without consideration 
for all other elements in the construction and energy use of the 
building.

The design process is now more complicated as a number of 
assumptions have to be made at the design stage when inputting  
data into the SAP or SBEM calculations before the specification  
can be finalised.

Under the current regulations, the main areas for construction are:

• External envelope U-values for walls, roofs and floors 

• Thermal bridging details 

• Ventilation strategy for ensuring fresh air 

• Airtightness

Regulation 43 – Air Permeability
Part L 2013 provides requirements for buildings to be tested for air 
leakage once completed. Testing is carried out using pressurised fans 
by consultants.  

Design considerations
In order to improve the quality of design details, a set of ‘Accredited 
Construction Details’ have been published to accompany Part L.

Attention is given to the provision of suitable insulation to prevent heat 
loss and cold bridges in roof construction. Guidance measures to 
prevent moisture ingress, condensation and air leakage are incorporated 
into the construction details for walls, floors and roofs, with particular 
attention being given to the junctions of walls to floors and walls to roofs.   

As insulation levels increase so does the potential risk of condensation, 
and so designers should consider the recommendations with regard  
to the prevention of condensation in ‘cold’ roof voids contained in  
BS 5250: 2011.

Abut dry lining tightly
to underside of ceiling

Seal all gaps between
ceiling and wall with adhesive
or flexible sealant

Ensure R-value across
the thickness of insulation
meets 1.2 m2K

Install insulation between
rafters and in contact with
under rafter insulation

Cold roof eaves detail to meet Part L
• Ensure that cavities are kept clean of mortar snots or other  
 debris during construction.

• The use of over joist insulation is considered best practice  
 as it eliminates the cold bridge caused by the joist.

• Use a proprietary eaves ventilator to ensure ventilation in  
 accordance with BS 5250.

• The installation of the eaves ventilator must not prevent free  
 water drainage below the tiling battens.

Ensure R-value across
the thickness of insulation
meets 1.2 m2K

Seal all gaps between ceiling
and wall with either plaster,
adhesive or flexible sealant

Warm roof eaves detail to meet Part L
• If required by BS 5250, use a vapour control plasterboard  
 or a separate vapour control layer behind the plasterboard.

• Use a proprietary eaves ventilator to ensure ventilation in  
 accordance with BS 5250.

• The use of over joist and under rafter insulation is  
 considered best practice as it eliminates the cold bridge  
 caused by the joist/rafter.

• The installation of the eaves ventilator must not prevent free  
 water drainage below the tiling battens.

Other parts of the UK
Scotland
‘Technical Handbooks’ provide guidance on achieving the standards 
set in the Building (Scotland) Regulations 2013 and are available in 
two volumes, Domestic buildings and Non-domestic buildings.

Northern Ireland
The Northern Ireland Building Regulations are legal requirements 
made by the Department of Finance and Personnel and administered 
by 26 District Councils. The Regulations are intended to ensure the 
safety, health, welfare and convenience of people in and around 
buildings. They are also designed to further the conservation of fuel 
and energy.

Other regulations and standards

The following Building Regulations may also have an  
influence of the design and/or construction of pitched roofs.  
More information on these Approved Documents can be  
found at: www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations

Structure
• England and Wales: Part A ‘Structure’

• Scotland: Technical handbook,  
 Section 1 ‘Structure’

• Northern Ireland: Part D ‘Structure’

Sound
• England and Wales: Part E ‘Resistance 
 to the Passage of Sound’

• Scotland: Technical handbook,  
 Section 5 ‘Noise’

• Northern Ireland: Part G ‘Sound Insulation 
 of Dwellings’

Drainage
• England and Wales: Part H ‘Drainage  
 and Waste Disposal’

• Scotland: Technical handbook,  
 Section 3 ‘Environment’

• Northern Ireland: Part N ‘Drainage’

Chimneys/flues
• England and Wales: Part J ‘Heat  
 producing appliances’

• Scotland: Technical handbook,  
 Section 3 ‘Environment’ 
 Section 4 ‘Safety’

• Northern Ireland: Part L ‘Heat producing 
 appliances and liquefied petroleum gas 
 installations ’

NON-

DOMESTIC



Eaves
The eaves is the lowest part of any roof and has two key functions: 
it protects the walls of the building from rain and sun, and  
collects the rainwater run-off from the roof to discharge it to  
the gutter. The eaves is also the location for roof ventilation 
components, which are used to direct air over the wall plate  
and insulation and into the roof or batten space.
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The eaves may be formed using a boxed soffit with fascia and soffit 
boards fixed to the end of the rafters; an open eaves or rafter which 
exposes the rafters overhanging the wall plate or a closed eaves 
which has a fascia board, or tilting fillet fixed to the external wall.

The fascia board or tilting fillet is a critical element of the eaves, 
supports the eaves course of tiles or slates at the correct pitch and 
provides a location and fixing for tile clips, profiled tile comb fillers and 
over fascia ventilation components.

Fixing the fascia board at the correct height for the type of tile or slate 
and ventilation system to be used is critical to the correct setting 
out of the slating or tiling and gutter system. It also ensures that the 
overhang of the tiles or slates is aligned correctly.

Concrete plain tiles eaves detailHawkins clay plain tile eaves detail
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Selected eaves details

                    eaves vent systems
The Universal eaves ventilation systems shown on pages 26-27 
are suitable for all tiles and slates. Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> eaves ventilation to satisfy 10mm or 25mm conditions

> eaves to ridge ventilation for pitches of 12.5°- 55°

> for use with vapour permeable or non-breathable underlays

> continuous rafter roll compresses insulation to allow free air  
 passage (use two rolls to compress deep insulation)

> strip ventilator has discreet ventilation grille and is nailed to 
 fascia or timber fillet

> suitable with or without soffit board

> use comb filler strip with deep profiled tiles

> mechanically fix all tiles at eaves

                    10mm eaves vent 
with plain tiles 
> cold roof with vapour permeable underlay shown

Vapour permeable 
underlay

Felt support tray

Tilting fillet

Mendip

10mm over fascia
strip ventilator

325mm strip of UV 
durable underlay 
dressed into gutter

Continuous rafter
roll (2 No.)

                    10mm eaves  
vent with interlocking  
tiles
> cold roof with vapour permeable  
 underlay shown

Vapour permeable
underlay

Edgemere

Counterbattens
Min. 75mm
headlap

Tilting fillet

25mm over fascia
strip ventilator

Battens at max.
345mm gauge

Edgemere eaves clip

Felt support tray

Continuous rafter
roll (2 No.)

                    25mm eaves  
vent with interlocking  
slates
> warm roof with vapour permeable  
 underlay shown

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/10mm-Eaves-vent-systems.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/25mm-Eaves-vent-systems.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Selected eaves details

                    25mm eaves 
ventilation with Modern 
interlocking tiles
> shown with vapour permeable underlay

Non-breathable underlay

50mm

Fibre cement slates

Tilting fillet

25mm over fascia
strip ventilator

Battens

325mm strip of BS 747 
type 5U or equivalent UV 
durable underlay dressed 
into gutter

Felt support tray

Continuous rafter roll (2 No.)

                    fibre cement  
25mm eaves vent with fibre 
cement slates
> warm roof with non-breathable 
 underlay shown

Standard eaves with 
proprietary soffit vent and 
Edgemere
Suitable for all tiles, slates and roof pitches. 

> warm roof with vapour permeable underay  
 shown

> Provide proprietary soffit vent to provide  
 25,000mm2/m free vent area

> Fix rafter roll to ensure air gap over insulation  
 at wall plate

> Ensure underlay is supported at eaves using  
 either proprietary felt support tray or plywood  
 board

> Ensure fascia board or tilting fillet is fixed at  
 correct height to maintain eaves course slates  
 at same pitch as the main roof

Proprietary soffit vent
(by others)

Air gap

Vapour permeable
underlay

Edgemere

Counterbattens
Min. 75mm
headlap

Tilting fillet

Battens at max.
345mm gauge

Edgemere eaves clip

Felt support tray

Continuous rafter
roll (2 No.)

Melodie clay interlocking pantile

10mm over fascia
strip ventilator

Continuous 
rafter
roll (2 No.)

Headlap range 92-126mm 

Battens at 314-348mm flexible gauge

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Tiling fillet

                    25mm eaves vent 
with Melodie interlocking 
clay tiles
> cold roof with vapour permeable or  
 non-breathable underlay

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Verges
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The verge is one of the most exposed parts of a roof 
and is prone to wind-driven rain and wind vortices, 
which can affect the integrity of the tiles or slates. 
The choice of verge construction is often dictated 
by the type of tile or slate being used. 

Flat interlocking tiles and slates are more likely to experience rainwater 
being driven over the edge of the verge in exposed conditions. It is, 
therefore, good practice to select a bargeboard construction for this 
situation, which will help to prevent water staining of the gable wall. 
In severe conditions, such as exposed parts of Scotland and Wales, 
it may even be desirable to extend the gable wall above the height 
of the roof to create an abutment with secret gutter, in order to give 
added protection.

The verge occurs at the roof’s junction with the gable end wall and 
is normally at right angles to the eaves and ridge. Verge construction 
normally takes the following form – the external wall construction is 
built up to a level with the top of the rafters to allow the roof covering 
to oversail the wall with a soffit and sloping bargeboard.

Mortar bedding of the verge tiles or slates onto a fibre cement or tile 
undercloak is the traditional method of weatherproofing the  
verge of a roof but must always be mechanically fixed. 

Dry fix cloak verge tiles and units are available to suit a range of 
Marley Eternit tiles and slates and offer a low maintenance and  
secure method of fixing the verge tiles and slates.

It is important to consider the overhang of the roof covering at  
the verge, as this is often controlled by the horizontal setting  
out of the tiles or slates, but should not exceed 50mm.

Mendip interlocking tile dry verge detailFibre cement slates verge detail
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Verge clip

Mortar bedding

Anglia 

Tiling batten

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Fibre cement undercloak

Bedded verge with 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for clay and concrete plain tiles, 
interlocking tiles and slates and fibre  
cement slates.

> ensure undercloak does not tilt towards  
 gable

> verge overhang should be 38mm-50mm

> mechanically fix all verge tiles in  
 accordance with BS 5534

> fit verge clips to both left hand and right  
 hand verges where required

Mortar bedding

Plain tile-and-a-half tile

Plain tile

Plain tile undercloak laid face down

Tiling batten

Rafter

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Bedded verge with plain tiles
Suitable for all plain tiles.

> form using tile and tile-and-a-half tiles in  
 alternate courses

> use undercloak of either fibre cement laid  
 with slope away from outer wall or plain  
 tiles laid face down and overhanging wall

> verge overhang to be 38mm-50mm

> fully nail all tiles at verge where possible

> mortar bedding to comply with tensile  
 board strength in BS 5534

Selected verge details

Lincoln bedded verge
> ensure undercloak does not tilt towards  
 gable

> verge overhang should be a maximum of  
 50mm

> use Lincoln left hand verge tile for left  
 hand verges

> mechanically fix all verge tiles in  
 accordance with BS 5534

Tiling batten

Lincoln clay pantile

Lincoln left hand verge tile

Fibre cement 
undercloak

Lincoln verge clip

Mortar bedding

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Slate verge trim
Suitable for fibre cement slates. Non-breathable 
underlay shown.

> suitable for dry verges with or without  
 bargeboard

> if using vapour permeable underlay use counter  
 battens

> not suitable for raking verges

> when used with timber sarking, ensure  
 outer structure is brought up to underside  
 of tiling battens

> extend battens to edge of bargeboard  
 or brickwork

Rafter

Batten

Non-breathable
underlay
carried 
across
flying rafter

Flying
rafter

Verge trim nailed to battens

Fibre cement slates

                    Dry verge with interlocking tiles
Suitable for Lincoln, Double Roman, Ludlow Major, Mendip, Modern, 
Duo Modern and Wessex interlocking tiles. (A separate verge system 
is also available for Edgemere, Duo Edgemere and Riven Edgemere).

> maximum pitch for duo-pitch and mono-pitch roof is 55°  
 (when used with steep-pitch dry ridge system)

> suitable for verges with or without  
 bargeboard

> when using sarking, ensure outer  
 wall or bargeboard is brought  
 up to underside of tiling battens

> finish tiling battens 50mm  
 beyond gable brickwork or  
 bargeboard to a true line

> lay roof tiles with overhang  
 of 45mm for using tile shunt  
 and/or half tiles as required

> mechanically fix all verge tiles  
 in accordance with BS 5534

> at ridge/mono-ridge fit PVCu  
 ridge end cap

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Dry-verge-systems.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Plain tile cloak  
verge (concrete)
Suitable for Plain tiles.

> maximum pitch for duo-pitch and  
 mono-pitch roofs is 55° (mitre top  
 cloak verge tiles if required)

> not suitable for raking verges

> finish tiling battens flush with edge of   
 bargeboard or brickwork

> complete verge using cloak verge tiles in  
 alternate courses with tile and a half tiles

> fix all tiles with 2 no. 38mm x 2.65mm  
 aluminium nails

> at apex of roof/verge fit block end ridge tile

Rafter

Modern cloak
verge unit Batten Modern half tile Modern

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay
carried across cavity

Interlocking cloak verge with 
Modern interlocking tiles
Suitable for Modern interlocking tiles.

> maximum pitch for duo-pitch and mono- 
 pitch roofs is 45° (55° if top cloak verge  
 tiles are mitred)

> not suitable for raking verges

> suitable for tile laps 75mm-115mm  
 (305mm-345mm gauge)

> use tile shunt and half tiles to reduce  
 overhang to minimum

> for pitches over 30°, where no fixing for  
 ends of tiling battens, use double course  
 of battens secured over at least two rafters

> fix each cloak verge tile with special fixings  
 supplied

> finish ridge with block end ridge tiles (duo  
 or mono)

Selected verge details

Mendip 
verge unit

Rafter

BattenMendipMendip half tile

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay
carried across cavity

Interlocking cloak verge  
with interlocking tiles
Suitable for Mendip and Double Roman 
interlocking tiles.

> maximum pitch for duo-pitch and mono- 
 pitch roofs is 45° (55° if top cloak verge  
 tiles are mitred)

> not suitable for raking verges 

> suitable for tile laps 75mm-115mm  
 (305mm-345mm gauge)

> Use tile shunt and half tiles to reduce  
 overhang to minimum

> for pitches over 30°, where no fixing for  
 ends of tiling battens, use double course  
 of battens secured over at least two rafters

> fix each cloak verge tile with special fixings  
 supplied

> finish ridge with block end ridge tiles (duo  
 or mono)

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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BS 5534 and mortar hips
Under the British Standard, the use of 
mortar as a sole means of fixing roof tiles 
and fittings is insufficient.

Not only should careful consideration 
be given to the creation of a suitable 
roof mortar through the correct sand 
and cement mix, but tiles or fittings 
bedded with this mortar must also be 
accompanied by a mechanical fix.

ME Solution: Mortar 
bedded security ridge  
and hip kits 
Where mortar bedding is required, 
Marley Eternit now offers a mortar 
bedded security ridge and hip kit, 
providing installers with enough 
mechanical fixings to secure up to six 
metres of each. In addition, clips for 
mechanically fixing small tile cuts at  
the hip and valley are also available.  
See pages 10-11.

Table 6: Relationship of roof pitch to internal angle of hip
 Known         Internal angles of hip tile 
 roof pitch Plain tile roof  Slate roof
 20-25° – 135°

 30° 145° 135°

 35° 145° 125°

 37.5° 140° 125°

 40° 135° 115°

 42.5° 135° 115°

 45° 130° 115°

 47.5° 127° 115°

 50° 125° 105°

 52.5° 120° –

 55° 120° –

 57.5° 115° –

 60° 115° –

Table 5: Fibre cement ridge and hip fittings
 Design pitch Pitch of Effective pitch Recommended 
 main roof ridge at hip pitch of duo-pitch 
  cappings  hip cappings
 20° 20° 14° 15°

 22.5° 25° 15° 15°

 25° 25° 17.5° 20°

 27.5° 30° 19° 20°

 30° 30° 20° 20°

 35° 35° 24° 25°

 40° 40° 27° 30°

 45° 45° 30° 30°

 50° 50° 33° 35°

 55° 55° 35° 35°
Table 5 assumes that pitches on each side are identical and that slopes intersect  
at right angles on plan. 

 Known internal angle         Slate roof pitch 
 of ridge/hip tile at hip
 75° –

 90° –

 105° 50°

 115° 40-50°

 125° 30-40°

 135° 20-30°
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A hip occurs where two roof slopes of any pitch meet, 
forming a junction which water runs away from. 
Commonly, the two roof slopes will intersect at right 
angles on plan, but other plan angles are also common, 
as in a hexagonal or octagonal shaped roof design.  
A pyramid roof will have four hips meeting at an apex.

Unlike a ridge, a hip can never be horizontal, as it normally starts at 
the eaves and finishes at the ridge. Some hips start and finish at any 
junction in the roof construction where two roof slopes meet. If the 
rafter pitch is different on either side of the hip, the hip line will vary on 
plan and may cause water to run up the hip, instead of away from it. 
This should be avoided wherever possible.

The junction of the tiles between the two roof slopes can be 
weathered using purpose-made hip tiles or cappings, which are 
normally of a flatter angle than their ridge counterparts. Alternatively, 
the junction can be weathered using proprietary soakers under  
close-mitred tiles or slates. This provides a neat, clean, sharp edge at 
the hip junction and is often used for interlocking and fibre  
cement slates.

Fibre cement slate detail using HipFast  Plain tile detail with granny bonnet hip tiles
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Close mitred hip with fibre cement slates
Suitable for fibre cement slates and plain tiles. Vapour permeable 
underlay shown with counter battens.

> for pitches over 30° (slates) and 50° (plain tiles)*

> for non-breathable underlay, no counter battens are required

> use double width slate or tile/slate and a half for raking cuts

> insert Code 3 lead soakers at every course

> fix each raking cut slate or tile with three nails  
 (plus two rivets for slates)

* Where the roof pitch is below 30º or the site is exposed, fibre cement ridge/hip  
 fittings should be used.

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Battens at max 
100mm gauge

Plain tile Granny bonnet hip tile

Granny bonnet hip with  
clay plain tiles
Suitable for all plain tiles.

> maximum rafter pitch 60° (clay) and 50°  
 (concrete)

> use on hips with plan angle of 90° and  
 equal pitches on adjacent roof slopes

> fix to hip batten using 70mm x 3.35mm  
 aluminium nail 

> bed and point with 3:1 sand/cement  
 mortar to BS 5534

> complete hip at ridge or top abutment  
 with lead saddle 

Selected hip details

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

                    HipFast system 
with interlocking tiles
Suitable for all interlocking tiles and plan 
angles and where the pitch either side of the 
hip varies by a maximum 5°.

Provides additional ventilation to the roof void 
when a 5mm gap is provided in the underlay 
and is used in conjunction with either eaves 
or ridge ventilation systems, or vent tiles.

> maximum rafter pitch (45° Ashmore;  
 50° Edgemere/Duo Edgemere, Modern/ 
 Duo Modern, Ludlow Plus; 55° Ludlow  
 Major and Double Roman; 60° Plain,  
 Mendip, Wessex, Anglia, Lincoln, Melodie,  
 Maxima and fibre cement slates

> provides additional ventilation to the roof  
 void when a 5mm gap in the underlay is  
 used in conjunction with either eaves or  
 ridge ventilated systems or ventilation tiles

> use one or two thicknesses of 50mm  
 x 25mm batten to fit batten brackets

> use block end hip tile at eaves  

> mechanically fixes each hip tile via hip  
 unions and clamps

> complete hip at ridge with soaker flashing

Third round hip tile

Ridge union clamp

Ridge union

Ridge roll flashing

Lincoln clay pantile

Ridge batten bracket

Hip batten brackets

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/HipFast.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Mortar bedded security hip
Suitable for concrete and clay plain tiles, interlocking tiles and  
fibre cement slates. Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° 

> fix hip units to hip tree using ridge clamp and 75mm stainless  
 steel screw

> complete hip at ridge apex with three way mitre

Dentil slips
Suitable dentil slips for concrete and clay interlocking tiles can be 
made using cut pieces of tile. For full details of how to make dentil 
slips, please refer to our Sitework Guide.

Fixing block screwed
to hip rafter

High profile hip 
batten section       

Batten   

Mendip   

Tingle clip

Third round hip tile 

Hip union

Foam strip

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay
lapped over hip

Dry hip system 
Suitable for all tiles and slates using third 
round or Modern hip tiles.

> maximum rafter pitch 55° (45° when using  
 dry ridge)

> suitable for hips with plan angle of 90° and  
 where the pitch either side of the hip varies  
 by a maximum 5°

> secures raking cut tiles or interlocking  
 slates using head and tail clips

> secure PVCu batten section to hip tree or  
 batten using screws and expansion blocks

> mechanically fixes each hip tile to PVCu  
 batten section via hip unions 

> complete hip at ridge apex with dry hip  
 apex cap

Battens at max 
100mm gauge

Plain tile Arris hip tile

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Arris hip with clay plain tiles
Suitable for all plain tiles. 

> maximum rafter pitch 50° (clay) and 40°  
 (concrete)

> use on hips with plan angle of 90° and  
 equal pitches on adjacent roof slopes

> fix to hip batten using 65mm x 3.35mm  
 aluminium nail 

> bed top of tiles with 3:1 sand/cement  
 mortar to BS 5534

> complete hip at ridge or top abutment  
 with lead saddle

Selected hip details

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

Mortar bedded security hip fixing
Watch a quick video on mortar  
bedded mechanical fixing at  
marleyeternit.co.uk/securityhip  
or scan the QR code to the right

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHxljFVoMMg?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Valleys
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A

25mm

50mm

A

A

25mm

50mm

A

Lead valley gutter with unbedded tiles or slates

Lead valley gutter with bedded tiles

Table 7: Min. widths of lead valley gutter* for different roof pitches/plan areas
Design rainfall rate  225mm/h   150mm/h   75mm/h

Roof area to 25m2 and less  over 25m2 up to 25m2 and less  over 25m2 up to 25m2 and less  over 25m2 up to 
be drained on plan†  100m2 on plan‡ on plan†  100m2 on plan‡ on plan†  100m2 on plan‡

12.5-17° roof pitch 150mm  250mm 125mm  200mm 125mm  150mm

17.5-22° roof pitch 125mm  200mm 125mm  150mm 100mm  125mm

22.5-29° roof pitch 100mm  150mm 100mm  125mm 100mm  100mm

30-34° roof pitch 100mm  125mm 100mm  100mm 100mm  100mm

>35° roof pitch 100mm  100mm 100mm  100mm 100mm  100mm 
* Dimension A (see diagrams, left) is measured as a horizontal distance between the tiles or slates in millimetres.
† The rafter lengths are equal to or less than 5m on plan.
‡ refer to BS 5534 6.1.1

Table 8: Min. widths of lead to line valley  
gutters for different roof pitches/plan areas
  Design rainfall rate 

Roof area to 25m2 and less  over 25m2 up to 
be drained on plan†  100m2 on plan‡

12.5-17° roof pitch 550mm  650mm

17.5-22° roof pitch 525mm  600mm

22.5-29° roof pitch 500mm  550mm

30-34° roof pitch 500mm  525mm

>35° roof pitch 500mm  500mm
The performance and minimum design of valley pitch for proprietary valley products should be 
obtained from the Technical Advisory Service. The design rainfall rates and risk categories are 
summarised in BS EN 12056.

For lead valleys, see also Volume 1 of the Lead Sheet Manual, published by the Lead Sheet 
Association.

Table 9: Relationship of roof pitch  
to valley angle
Known roof pitch Plain tile roof internal angles of valley
12.5-20° –

20-25° –

30° 150°

35° 150°

37.5° 145°

40° 140°

42.5° 140°

45° 135°

50° 130°

52.5° 125°

55° 125°

Inclined roof valleys are the most  
vulnerable part of any roof design in 
respect of weathertightness, as they 
are collecting the rainwater from the 
two roof slopes (of any pitch) which 
meet at an internal corner.

In most cases, the internal corner will be 90° on plan, but could be any 
angle subtended between the two slopes. The exact pitch of a valley 
is always less than the rafter pitch, which should always be taken into 
account when selecting a valley tile or valley lining. Special plain tile 
valley fittings are available to cater for unequal valley angles and pitches.

The width of an open valley trough should be determined in 
accordance with BS 5534 (reproduced right as Tables 7 and 8), which 
takes into account the volume of rainwater at specified flow rates 
draining from plan areas and roof pitches.

When designing the valley construction, it is important to set the 
timber boards for valley linings and troughs on noggings between the 
rafters, so that the face is flush with the top of the adjacent rafters. 
The width of the boards needs to be wider than the determined valley 
width, to accommodate the ends of the slating or tiling battens and 
any tilting fillets used for metal valley linings.

Full details of metal valley linings can be obtained from the ‘Lead 
Sheet Manual’ published by the Lead Sheet Association.

Valley with plain purpose made valley tilesValley shown with Plain tiles
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Sheet lead valley with  
concrete interlocking slates
Suitable for Modern, Duo Modern, the Edgemere 
range of interlocking slates and Maxima and 
Melodie interlocking clay tiles.

> minimum rafter pitch 17.5° 

> suitable for all plan angles and where the pitch  
 either side of the valley varies

> provide continuous support for metal valley  
 lining using timber lay boards inset between  
 rafters with 4mm ply lining board over

> form 125mm minimum gap between raking cut  
 tiles (for pitches below 35° or valley lengths over  
 5m increase width as per Table 7, page 205)

> carry metal lining into gutter at eaves. For rafter  
 pitches below 25°, cut fascia board to maintain  
 valley pitch

> cut tiles to clean rake and bed with mortar onto  
 undercloak 

> nail or clip adjacent tiles to the valley 

> 3:1 sand/cement mortar to BS 5534

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

Sheet lead valley  
with interlocking tiles
Suitable for profiled interlocking tiles.

> minimum rafter pitch 15° 

> suitable for all plan angles and where the  
 pitch either side of the valley varies

> provide continuous support for metal valley  
 lining using timber lay boards inset between  
 rafters with 4mm ply lining board over

> form 125mm minimum gap between raking  
 cut tiles (for pitches below 35° or valley  
 lengths over 5m increase width as per Table 7,  
 page 205)

> carry metal lining into gutter at eaves. For  
 rafter pitches below 25°, cut fascia board to  
 maintain valley pitch

> cut tiles to clean rake and bed with mortar  
 onto undercloak 

> nail or clip adjacent tiles to the valley and  
 avoid small cuts by using half tiles as  
 penultimate tile to valley (Mendip and Double  
 Roman only)

> 3:1 sand/cement mortar to BS 5534

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

Timber valley board with
4mm ply lining

Code 4/5 lead sheet

1:3 cement: sharp
sand mortar on
undercloak slip

Welt

125mm min.

Edgemere

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Standard tile cut to rake

Mortar bedding on
undercloak slips

Code 4/5 lead sheet

Timber valley board
with 4mm ply lining

125mm min.

Tiling batten Mendip

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Clay plain tiles with  
purpose made valley tiles
Suitable for all clay plain tiles. Vapour 
permeable underlay shown.

> suitable for roof pitches of 30-50°. A range  
 of valley tiles are available to suit roof pitch

> suitable for a plan angle of 90° only  
 and equal pitches either side of the valley

> provide continuous support for valley tile  
 using timber lay boards of battens inset  
 between rafters

> use tile-and-a-half tiles adjacent to valley  
 tile to avoid small cuts

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

Selected valley details

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

                    GRP dry valley  
with interlocking tiles
Suitable for all profiled large format concrete 
interlocking tiles (Ludlow Major, Duo Modern, 
Modern, the Edgemere range, Duo Edgemere, 
Wessex, Mendip, Double Roman, Maxima  
and Melodie).

> minimum rafter pitch 17.5°, maximum 60°

> maximum valley length 8m   

> suitable for all plan angles and where the  
 pitch either side of the valley varies by a  
 maximum of 20°

> provide continuous support for valley  trough  
 using 19mm timber ply boards inset between  
 rafters or 6mm continuous ply boards laid  
 over rafters  

> tightly butt tiles or slates to central upstand of  
 valley units to prevent ingress of birds or vermin

> provide metal apron at foot of valley and dress  
 into gutter at eaves. For rafter pitches below  
 25° cut fascia board to maintain valley pitch

> nail or clip adjacent tiles to the valley and avoid  
 small cuts by using half tiles as penultimate tile  
 to valley (Mendip, Double Roman and Modern  
 only). Fix smaller cut tiles with secret cut tile clips 

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

Battens at max 345mm gauge
Tile cut to angle of valley

Edgemere slate

Rafter

19mm (min) timber valley board
(or 6mm if valley boards flush
with battens)  

Low profile dry valley trough

Tiling batten  

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Universal-Dry-Valley.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Tiling batten

Non-breathable 
underlay

Code 4/5 lead sheet

Timber valley board with 4mm ply lining

125mm
min.

Slate cut to angle of valley
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Selected valley details

Sheet metal valley  
with fibre cement slates
Suitable for all double lap fibre cement slates.

> minimum rafter pitch 22.5°*

> suitable for all plan angles and where the pitch  
 either side of the valley varies 

> use counterbattens with vapour permeable   
 underlay

> provide continuous support for metal valley  
 lining using timber lay boards inset between  
 rafters with 4mm ply lining board over

> form 125mm minimum gap between raking  
 cut slates (for pitches below 35° or valley lengths  
 over 5m increase width as per Table 7, page 205)

> carry metal lining into gutter at eaves 

> use double slates to minimise small cuts

> fix each raking cut slate or tile with three nails  
 (plus two rivets for slates) 

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle 
* subject to special circumstances

Plain tile

Tiling batten Code 4/5 lead sheet

Timber valley board with 4mm ply lining

125mm
min.

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Sheet metal valley with  
plain tiles
Suitable for concrete or clay plain tiles. 

> minimum rafter pitch 35° 

> suitable for all plan angles and where the  
 pitch either side of the valley varies

> provide continuous support for metal valley  
 lining using timber lay boards inset between  
 rafters with 4mm ply lining board over

> form 125mm minimum gap between raking  
 cut tiles 

> carry metal lining into gutter at eaves 

> use tile-and-a-half tiles to minimise small  
 cut tiles 

> nail all adjacent tiles to the valley 

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

> form 125mm minimum gap between raking cut slates (for pitches  
 below 35° or valley lengths over 5m contact the Technical  
 Advisory Service)

> use tail rivets and nails to secure raking cut fibre cement slates 

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

GRP slate dry valley with fibre cement slates
Suitable for all double lap fibre cement slates. Non-breathable 
underlay shown.

> minimum rafter pitch 22.5°, maximum 45° 

> suitable for all plan angles and where the pitch either side of the  
 valley varies by a maximum of 15°

> provide continuous support for valley trough using 19mm ply  
 timber lay boards inset between rafters or 6mm continuous ply  
 boards laid over rafters

Plain valley tiles

Tiling batten Timber valley board
with 4mm ply lining

Plain tile

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Valley tile with plain tiles
Suitable for concrete plain tiles. 

> maximum rafter pitch 50° 

> suitable for a plan angle of 90° only and  
 equal pitches either side of the valley 

> provide continuous support for valley tile  
 using timber lay boards or battens inset  
 between rafters 

> use tile-and-a-half tiles adjacent to valley  
 tile to avoid small cuts

> complete top of valley with a lead saddle

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Bonding gutters
Marley Eternit bonding gutters are an easy-to-install, 
lightweight and highly affordable way to reduce the 
need for mortar and lead at the junction between 
two different roof coverings. There are two versions 
available, depending on the tiles or slates being used.

                    bonding gutters
Suitable for all tiles and slates. Low profile bonding gutter with a 
central upstand height of 70mm to suit slates, flat interlocking  
tiles and plain tiles. High profile with a central upstand height of 
100mm to suit profiled tiles on one or both sides and also typical 
Scottish practice where there may be tiling battens on one side only.

> designed to fix directly over the tiling or slating battens of both new  
 and adjacent roof or over the underlay and directly into the sarking  
 boards in a fully boarded roof, typical of Scottish practice.

> any battens and underlay on the adjacent roof should be checked  
 for condition and if necessary renewed back to the nearest   
 appropriate rafter   

> any defective nails should be replaced

> where tile nibs may interfere with the bonding gutter profile, they  
 should be removed and each tile mechaniaclly fixed

> where standard fixings cannot be used, use either ‘C’ clips or  
 secret cut tile clips

> slates or tiles, when fitted onto the Dry Fix Bonding Gutter, should  
 be close or touching the central upstand on both sides 

> at the ridge, consideration should be given to fitting a minimum  
 code 4 lead saddle over the apex of the roof

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Dry-Fix-Bonding-Gutters.aspx?utm_source=&utm_medium=&utm_campaign=


Ridges BS 5534 and mortar ridges
Under the British Standard, the use of 
mortar as a sole means of fixing roof tiles 
and fittings is insufficient.

Not only should careful consideration 
be given to the creation of a suitable 
roof mortar through the correct sand 
and cement mix, but tiles or fittings 
bedded with this mortar must also be 
accompanied by a mechanical fix.

ME Solution: Mortar 
bedded security ridge  
and hip kits 
Where mortar bedding is required, 
Marley Eternit now offers a mortar 
bedded security ridge and hip kit, 
providing installers with enough 
mechanical fixings to secure up to six 
metres of each. In addition, clips for 
mechanically fixing small tile cuts at  
the hip and valley are also available.  
See pages 10-11.

Table 10: Relationship of roof pitch to internal angle of 
ridge tiles

 Known       Internal angles of ridge tile 
 roof pitch Plain tile roof  Slate roof
 15° – –

 20-25° – 125°

 30° 115° 115°

 35° 105° 105°

 37.5° 105° 90°

 40° 105° 90°

 42.5° 90° 75°

 45° 90° 75°

 47.5° 90° 75°

 50° 90° 75°

 52.5° 75° –

 55° 75° –

 57.5° 75° –

 60° 75° –

 Known internal           Roof pitch 
 angle of Plain tile  Slate 
 ridge tile roof  roof
 75° 52.5-60° 45-50°

 90° 42.5-52.5° 35-45°

 105° 30-42.5° 35°

 115° – 30°

 125° – 20-30°

 135° – –
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The ridge is the most exposed part of a roof, and it  
is therefore important that it is well protected by the 
use of ridge tiles or cappings suited to the pitch of the 
roof and the type of roof tile or slate. All ridge units – 
even if mortared – should be mechanically fixed.

A ridge occurs at the highest point of the roof and is normally parallel 
with the eaves. Duo pitch ridges occur when two roof slopes meet  
at their upper edge. Where the top of one roof meets a vertical wall,  
it forms either a mono-pitch roof or a top abutment.

A duo pitch ridge can be formed using ridge components with or 
without mortar bedding. All ridge units – even when mortar bedded –  
should be mechanically fixed in accordance with BS 5534. Dry fix 
ridge systems enable the complete ridge assembly to be mechanically 
fixed and also provide ventilation to the apex of the roof space.

The ridge may also be used to terminate ventilation ducts and gas  
flue pipes via the use of purpose-made vent ridge terminals. Special 
precautions are necessary to prevent noxious gases and fumes  
from entering the roof space or via adjacent roof windows.

The junction between ridges, hips, valleys and abutments must  
be suitably mitred and weathered using a proprietary saddle or 
flashing unit.

Acme clay plain tiles with RidgeFast and plain  
angle ridge tiles

Edgemere interlocking slates with RidgeFast 
and Modern ridge tiles
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Ventilated dry ridge  
with fibre cement slates 
Suitable for all fibre cement slates and 
interlocking tiles. Shown with fibre cement 
slates, and with vapour permeable underlay 
and counterbattens.

> maximum rafter pitch 45°  
 (55° using steep pitch ridge batten)

> provides 5,000mm2/m free vent  
 area at ridge apex

> ensure gap is provided in  
 roof underlay to vent roof void

> hook fix top course slates 

> mechanically fix each Modern  
 ridge tile 

> complete ridge with dry ridge  
 end cap or Modern block end  
 ridge tile

Modern ridge tile

Underlay cut to allow ventilation 

Ridge union  

Ventilated filler unit

Cut top course slates

Stainless
steel hook

Fibre
cement
slate

Batten section nailed
to each rafter

Counter battens

Vapour permeable 
underlay

Selected ridge details

Fibre cement slates

Vapour permeable 
underlay

 Sela wood screwFibre cement
Duo pitched ridge capping

Battens

Fibre cement slate ridge roll

Counter battens

                    Ventilated  
Ridge Roll for use with fibre 
cement slates and ridges
Suitable for use with all fibre cement slates 
with duo-pitch ridges (15° to 60°). Shown 
with vapour permeable underlay and 
counterbattens.  

> provides 5000mm2/m continuous  
 ventilation to the roof apex 

> for non-breathable underlay, no counter  
 battens are required

> ensure 5mm clear gap between top edges  
 of underlay at the roof apex

> lay top course slates in normal manner,  
 allowing for additional timber batten to  
 screw fix ridge capping

> lay ridge roll centrally along ridge apex,  
 overlapping lengths by 100mm

> fit ridge cappings above ridge roll and fix  
 to ridge fix battens using 60mm x 6.3mm  
 self-sealing wood screws

> apply 6mm dia. butyl strip across socket  
 of ridge capping

> complete ridge ends with stop end  
 ridge units

                    RidgeFast ventilated dry ridge 
system with interlocking tiles
Suitable for all Marley Eternit tiles and slates using standard ridges. 
Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> maximum rafter pitch (45° interlocking slates and Ashmore;  
 50° Edgemere range, Modern/Duo Modern, Ludlow Plus;  
 55° Ludlow Major and Double Roman; 60° Plain, Mendip,  
 Wessex and Anglia)

> provides 5,000mm2/m free vent area at ridge apex

> ensure gap is provided in roof underlay to vent roof void

> use one or two thicknesses of 50mm x 25mm batten to fit  
 batten brackets 

> mechanically fix all top course tiles

> use block end ridge tile or PVC ridge end cap at ridge end 

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Ridge vent terminal with dry ridge and 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for all concrete tiles and slates (using Modern and Segmental 
ridge tiles). Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55° using steep pitch ridge batten)

> provides 9,500mm2/m free vent area at ridge apex

> locate between two adjacent rafters and 600mm from    
 any flue outlet

> use plumbers accessory pack for connection to mechanical  
 extract system

> ensure all ductwork is adequately supported

Mortar bedded security ridge
Suitable for mortar bedded ridges. Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> security ridges are available for all clay or concrete angle, half  
 round, third round, hog’s back, capped angular, baby and  
 decorative ridge tiles

> maximum rafter pitch 60°

> fix ridge units to ridge batten using ridge clamp and 75mm  
 stainless steel screw

> mechanically fixes ridge tile in line with BS 5534 fixing guidelines

Selected ridge details

Underlay cut back to provide 
5mm-10mm air gap

Segmental mono-ridge tile

Dry ridge batten section

Ventilated filler unit

Mono-ridge union

Ludlow Major

50 x 10g s/s 
screw fixing

Ventilated dry fix mono-ridge 
with interlocking tiles and 
segmental mono-ridge tiles
Suitable for all concrete plain, interlocking  
tiles and slates and fibre cement slates  
(using concrete Segmental mono ridge tiles). 
Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55° using steep  
 pitch ridge batten)

> provides 5,000mm2/m free vent area at  
 ridge apex

> ensure gap is provided in roof underlay  
 to vent roof void

> fix all top course tiles and slates

> mechanically fix each ridge tile via ridge  
 unions 

> complete ridge with Segmental mono ridge  
 block end tile (LH and RH) or Segmental  
 mono ridge end cap

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

Mortar bedded security ridge fixing
Watch a quick video on mortar  
bedded mechanical fixing at  
marleyeternit.co.uk/securityridge  
or scan the QR code to the right

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pII_oYo-dgo?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing


Abutments

Table 11: Length of top abutment flashing over tile or slate 
Pitch 15-17° 17.5-19.5° 20-22° 22.5-27° 27.5-34.5° 35-90°

Length 390mm 350mm 300mm 250mm 200mm 150mm
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An abutment occurs where the edge of the roof slope meets a wall  
that rises above it. Normally, on a side abutment, this is at right  
angles to the eaves or ridge, but may be at an angle, in which  
case, it is referred to as a raking abutment. It is best practice  
to ensure that rainwater runs away from a side abutment,  
but where this is not possible, an inclined valley should  
be created which is designed to cater for the water flow.

Side abutments
These should be formed with a suitable flashing, usually lead soakers, which can provide 
the required weather protection and accommodate any thermal movement that may occur.

Cavity trays and d.p.cs in the masonry wall should be designed so that they allow 
any flashings to be inserted below them, thereby maintaining their weatherproofing 
function.

Side abutments using flat tiles and slates are particularly vulnerable to wind driven 
rain, and should therefore be designed with secret gutters and/or soakers and 
cover flashings, which provide suitable protection.

Full details of side abutment flashings can be obtained from the ‘Lead Sheet 
Manual’ published by the Lead Sheet Association.

Top abutments
A top abutment occurs where the top of a roof slope meets a wall that 
rises above it. 

Normally, this will be horizontal but if not, it is referred to as a raking 
side abutment. It is best practice to ensure that rainwater runs away 
from a top abutment.

Top abutments should be formed with a suitable flashing,  
usually lead. The length of the flashing material dressed  
over the top course tiles is determined by the pitch of  
the roof tile or slate and the exposure of the site, and  
can vary from 150-390mm (see LSA recommendations).

Top abutments may also be continuously ventilated  
using proprietary ventilation systems which  
incorporate the flashing material with ventilation  
apertures and fit above the top course of roof  
tiles or slates.

Dry fix soakers
A range of lightweight, pre-formed soakers  
are available for a number of Marley Eternit  
tiles and slates (see page 58). 

Dry fix soakers with Modern interlocking tilesSide abutment using Edgemere interlocking 
slates



Batten

Tile clip

Vapour permeable 
or non-breathable 
underlay

Code 4 lead 

Lead support strip

Edgemere ventilated
filler unit

Edgemere

Dry ridge
batten section

Underlay cut back
5mm min. to provide
ventilation

Min.
75mm
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Side abutment with clay 
plain tiles
Suitable for all concrete and clay plain tiles.

> bring tiles as close to abutment as possible

> use Code 3 lead soakers and Code 4 lead  
 cover flashing

ME dry fix soakers

Plain tile-and-a-half tile

Clay plain tile

D.P.C.

Code 4 
step flashing

Min. 75mm

100mm
Batten

Rafter

Vapour permeable 
or non-breathable 
underlay

Side abutment with fibre cement slates
Suitable for all fibre cement slates. Non-breathable underlay shown.

> bring slates as close to abutment as possible

> use Code 4 lead step and cover flashing and Code 3  
 lead soakers (minimum width 175mm)

> fix all slates adjacent to abutment

Selected abutment details

Top abutment ventilation with concrete 
interlocking slates
Suitable for all concrete tiles and slates and fibre cement slates. 

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55° using steep pitch batten section)

> provides 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

> ensure air passage from roof void is not obstructed

> mechanically fix all top course tiles

> use minimum 1.5m length of lead flashing with 150mm side laps

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

Side abutment with dry 
fix soakers and concrete 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for Modern, Edgmere, Ashmore and 
Plain concrete tiles, Clay plain tiles and Fibre 
cement slates. Vapour permeable underlay 
shown.

> for Modern and Edgemere: push fit the  
 soakers on to the tiles and lay the tiles  
 along the abutment in the normal manner

> for concrete or clay plain tiles: soakers are  
 laid on top of each 

> for Ashmore: install tile soakers with the  
 90° turn-down locating over the rear of the  
 tiling battens – beneath each tile

> for fibre cement slates: lay in conjunction  
 with appropriate abutment slates and  
 nailed into position with the slate in   
 accordance with BS 5534 – beneath  
 each tile

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Dry-Fix-Soakers.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Top abutment ventilation with concrete 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for all concrete tiles and fibre cement slates. Vapour 
permeable underlay shown.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55° using steep pitch batten section)

> provides 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

> ensure air passage from roof void is not obstructed

> mechanically fix all top course tiles

> use minimum 1.5m length of lead flashing with 150mm side laps

Code 4 lead 

Lead support strip

Double lap slates
ventilated filler unit

Min.
50mm

Dry ridge
batten section

Min.
75mm

Cavity tray

Fibre cement slate

Stainless
steel hook

Top abutment ventilation with fibre  
cement slates
Suitable for all fibre cement slates. Non-breathable underlay 
shown.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55°using steep pitch batten section)

> provides 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

> ensure air passage from roof void is not obstructed

> maintain minimum 75mm upstand of flashing 

> use minimum 1.5m length of lead flashing with 150mm side laps

Side abutment  
with interlocking tiles
Suitable for all concrete and clay interlocking  
tiles. A secret gutter detail is required for flat 
interlocking tiles and slates.

> bring tiles as close to abutment as possible

> use Code 4 lead step and cover flashing  
 dressed over tiles by 150mm minimum

> secure edge of flashing with copper clip

> fix all tiles adjacent to abutment

Code 4 lead step
and cover flashing

Mendip

150mm min
Code 4 lead step flashing

D.P.C

Vapour permeable 
or non-breathable 
underlay

Selected abutment details

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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The roof slope offers the designer an opportunity  
to allow the passage of light and ventilation to the 
interior of the building. This can be achieved by 
numerous details in the form of dormers and 
roof lights or ventilation terminals and pipes.

Roof lights should be located well away from chimneys or flues, roof 
valleys and hips, or other details, which might interrupt the effective 
drainage of the roof slope. Care should be taken to ensure that the 
correct flashings are used for the type of roof covering selected.

Ventilation terminals located in the roof slope should be spaced 
evenly in accordance with the free vent area of the terminal, and the 
requirements of the Building Regulations. Terminals used to extract 
noxious gases, such as from soil pipes, must be positioned well away 
from openings in the building such as roof windows or dormers, in 
compliance with the Building Regulations.

Pipes that project through the roof slating or tiling should be suitably 
weathered with a lead flashing, which fits tightly around the pipe and 
dresses over adjacent tiles or slates.

Interruptions and changes of pitch sometimes incorporate a change  
in rafter pitch, either as a sprocket where the upper rafter pitch is 
steeper than the lower, or as a mansard where the upper rafter  
pitch is shallower than the lower rafter pitch. Whatever the detail, 
consideration must be given to detailing the junctions with an 
appropriate flashing material or a purpose-made fitting. Where  
the junction of two different roof coverings on a common roof  
slope occurs over a party wall, a suitable detail is required  
that maintains the weatherproofing of the roof assembly  
and provides the required level of fire resistance. There  
are several options to cater for this detail, ranging from  
proprietary bonding gutters to purpose-made gutters  
and soakers formed from lead. Full details of all lead  
flashings and soakers can be obtained by reference  
to the ‘Lead Sheet Manual’ published by the Lead  
Sheet Association.

Roof slopes that require access for the purpose  
of maintenance or repair should be designed to  
accommodate safe working equipment or  
platforms that comply with the Construction  
Design and Management Regulations and  
Health and Safety at Work regulations.

Mendip interlocking tile roof slopeHawkins clay plain tile roof slopes
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Selected roof slope details

In-line vent terminal with clay plain tiles 
(cold roof)
Suitable for all clay plain tiles. Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> locate clear of rafters

> use soaker tray to weather hole in underlay for spigot 

> locate at 1.5m centres for 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation and  
 0.75mm centres for 10,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

For mechanical extract/soil pipe termination

> use tile vent adaptor for connection to 110mm dia. pipework  
 as termination to mechanical extract or soil vent pipe

> do not use as exhaust for hot flue gases

> when used as extract for soil vent pipes, keep minimum 900mm  
 above any opening into building within 3m of vent terminal

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

Underlay cut &
nailed to batten 

Battens at max
345mm gauge

PVCu soaker tray

Min. 50mm
air gap  

Vapour permeable or 
non-breathable underlay

Edgemere
slate vent terminal 

Grille 

Edgemere

Tile vent terminal with 
interlocking slates (warm roof)
Suitable for all concrete interlocking tiles and 
interlocking slates. Non-breathable underlay 
shown.

> locate clear of rafters

> use soaker tray to weather hole in underlay  
 for spigot 

> locate at 1.3-1.5m centres for 5,000mm2/lin.m  
 ventilation and 565-765mm centres for  
 10,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

For mechanical extract/soil pipe termination

> use flexible pipe for connection to 110mm dia.  
 pipework as termination to mechanical extract  
 or soil vent pipe

> do not use as exhaust for hot flue gases

> when used as extract for soil vent pipes,  
 keep minimum 900mm above any opening 
 into building within 3m of vent terminal

Lower tray

Grille

Baffles

Soil adaptor/extractor
(optional)

Water drainage 
channels

Soaker tray

Fibre cement slate

Non-breathable underlay

In-line fibre cement slate vent terminal 
(soil pipe mechanical extraction)
Suitable for all fibre cement slates. Non-breathable underlay shown.

• locate clear of rafters

• use soaker tray to weather hole in underlay for spigot 

• locate at 2.0m centres for 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation and 1.0m  
 centres for 10,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

• use slate vent adaptor and flexible pipe for connection to 110mm  
 dia. pipework as termination to mechanical extract or soil vent pipe

• do not use as exhaust for hot flue gases

• when used as extract for soil vent pipes, keep minimum 900mm  
 above any opening into building within 3m of vent terminal

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Tile-ventilation-terminals.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Roofing/Fittings-And-Accessories/Dry-Fix-and-Ventilation/Fibre-Cement-in-line-vent.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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150mm min.

Vapour permeable or
non-breathable

Modern

Code 4 lead

Layboard and
timber fillet

Alternative position 
of tile to conceal 
flashing 

Change of pitch with interlocking tiles
Suitable for all concrete and clay interlocking tiles. 

> provide timber layboard and fillet for lead flashing

> maintain continuous lap of underlay at junction of two pitches

> extend upper course of tiles over lead to conceal flashing 

> allow minimum 150mm lap of flashing onto lower course of tiles

Change of pitch with  
fibre cement slates
Suitable for all fibre cement slates.  
Non-breathable underlay shown.

> detail lower edge of upper slope as at eaves

> provide timber fillet for lead flashing to  
 dress over top course slates

> maintain continuous lap of underlay at  
 junction of two pitches

> allow minimum 150mm lap of Code 4 lead  
 flashing onto top course of slates

> fix edge of flashing with copper clips at  
 300-500mm centres

150mm min.

Code 4 lead

Underlay taken 
over lead

Timber fillet

Lead welt

Fibre cement slate

Min.
50mm

Mansard with fibre cement slates
Suitable for all fibre cement slates. Non-breathable underlay shown.

> detail lower edge of upper slope as at eaves

> ensure upper eaves course overhangs lower slope by 50mm 

> provide timber fillet for lead flashing

> use Code 4 lead cover flashing dressed 150mm minimum onto 
 top course slates

> fix edge of flashing with copper clips at 300mm-500mm centres

Selected roof slope details

                    tile vent terminal with concrete 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for all large format and ‘15 x 9’ interlocking tiles including 
Maxima clay interlocking tiles. Vapour permeable underlay shown.

> locate clear of rafters

> use soaker tray to weather hole in underlay 

> locate at 3.0m centres for 5,000mm2/lin.m ventilation  
 and 1.5m centres for 10,000mm2/lin.m ventilation

> suitable for roof space ventilation and mechanical  
 extract and soil vent pipe

> Use flexible pipe for connection to 110mm  
 dia. pipework as termination to mechanical  
 extract or soil vent pipe

> do not use as exhaust for hot 
 flue gases

> when used as extract for soil vent  
 pipes, keep minimum 900mm above  
 any opening into building within 3m  
 of vent terminal

150mm. min

Underlay taken 
over lead

Timber fillet

Code 4 lead

Fibre cement slate

Min.
50mm

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Due to their small format, most slates and plain tiles 
are well suited to forming a variety of special details 
ranging from the more traditional ‘Winchester’ and 
‘Sussex’ gable ends to the more complex curved 
roof geometries associated with eyebrow and 
curved roofs, mansard and roof slope junctions.

In addition, the designer now has a wide choice of rigid under-tile  
or slate systems, which have advantages in providing better thermal 
efficiency and weathertightness of the roof system, but require  
special consideration when detailing the tile or slate covering.

Pages 70-73 show a small selection of special details using  
Marley Eternit products and accessories and are offered for guidance  
only. Other similar details may prove equally satisfactory. 

In all cases, the design team should satisfy themselves that the 
details finally selected are appropriate to the specific application, and 
adequate for the site and its degree of exposure.

Please note that these pages are intended for the use of designers, 
and therefore do not include full fixing information. Those requiring 
guidance on fixing tiles and slates should refer to our range of  
sitework and fixing guides.

Acme double camber clay plain tiles (Smooth 
Brindle) with eyebrow detail

Vertical slating with fibre cement slates 
(hook fixed)

Illustration shows non-breathable 
underlay with cavity wall
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Vertical slating with fibre 
cement slates
Fibre cement slates can be fixed to vertical 
surfaces and provide an attractive and 
weatherproof cladding on both timber frame 
and masonry constructions. The illustration 
shows vapour permeable underlay with a 
solid masonry wall.

The following guidance notes apply to this 
detail:

> use counterbattens over masonry  
 construction (38mm x 25mm minimum)  
 to reduce direct fixing. Special masonry  
 fixings may be required.

> slate-and-a-half should be used in alternate  
 courses at internal and external corners  
 and adjacent to openings.

> use Code 3 lead soakers to weather  
 internal and external corners.

> fix slates by two nails and one rivet, and  
 slate-and-a-half by three nails and two  
 rivets.

> Code 4 lead cover flashings should be  
 used above and below openings in  
 accordance with Lead Sheet Association  
 recommendations

Code 4 lead flashing
at head

Eaves/top tile

38mm x 25mm tiling
battens at 115mm gauge

Approved underlay

Eaves/top tile

Code 4 lead flashing
dressed over timber
tilting fillet 

Code 4 lead apron flashing
fixed beneath sill and
dressed over eaves/top tile
by 100mm min.

Tile to form soffit

Exposed edge of tiles
to be pointed in
cement mortar

65mm
minimum

Plain tile

Vertical tiling with plain tiles
Plain tiling is an excellent, weatherproof and attractive  
cladding to the vertical walls of any building. Feature and  
ornamental tiles may also be used with normal plain tiles  
to create decorative patterns.

> use counterbattens over masonry construction (38mm x  
 25mm minimum) to reduce direct fixing. Special masonry  
 fixings may be required

> ensure tiling details do not interfere with the opening of  
 windows and doors

> lead flashings and soakers should be used around openings  
 in accordance with Lead Sheet Association details

> use double course of tiles at eaves, by laying first course of  
 eaves/tops tiles with course of full tiles over

> at top of wall or under a sill, use a course of eaves/tops tile laid  
 over a course of full tiles. Dress a Code 4 lead cover flashing over  
 by 100mm

> use internal and external angle tiles at all 90° corners. Purpose  
 made 135° angle tiles are also available. For other angles, close  
 mitre tiles and use Code 3 lead soakers

> all tiles should be twice nailed

Winchester cut with plain tiles
This gable end detail may be used for both concrete and clay plain 
tiles, and avoids the use of small triangular pieces of tile by providing 
a secure fixing of a tile-and-a-half against the rake of the gable.

> best suited for roof pitches of 40° and above

> fix batten parallel with rake of verge and level with vertical  
 tiling battens

> use tile-and-a-half at end of each course and cut to rake  
 (all tiles should be of uniform cut)

> cut adjacent tile to raking cut tile-and-a-half

> use Code 3 lead soakers (200mm x 200mm) where side laps are  
 less than 55mm

> at apex, use a tile-and-a-half turned through 45° and cut to shape

Selected special details

Vertigo
Marley Eternit fibre  
cement Vertigo panels are 
lightweight, weather and 
temperature resistant  
and create beautiful, 
distinctive and elegant 
vertical cladding solutions 
for a full range of building 
types. For more on Vertigo, 
please see pages 92-99.

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 

https://www.marleyeternit.co.uk/Resources/Technical-services.aspx?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Roof Systems&utm_term=Design and Detailing
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Roofing practice in Scotland includes the use of 
timber sarking and counterbattens. With the growing 
trend towards the use of insulated boards as a rigid 
sarking in habitable roofs, many of the standard roof 
details will be affected by the increase in thickness 
of the layer of the roof assembly. 
Of particular concern is the design of the counterbatten and batten fixings, which often require 
special proprietary fixings capable of providing adequate withdrawal resistance through the 
insulation and into the rafter (see Annex B of BS 5534).

Underlay

Mendip

Tilting fillet

25mm over fascia
strip ventilator

Counterbattens

Battens

325mm strip of BS 747 
type 5U or equivalent UV 
durable underlay dressed 
into gutter

Felt support tray

Continuous rafter
roll (2 No.)

50mm

Ridge fixing battenRoll top ridge

Fibre cement ventilated 
ridge roll

Fibre cement slate
50mm x 6.3mm
self-sealing
woodscrew

Tiling battens

Counter battens

Underlay

Underlay carried
across cavity

Rafter

Counterbatten

Sarking

Batten Modern tileUniversal verge unit

Hidden fixing nail

Ventilated dry ridge  
with fibre cement slates
Suitable for use with all fibre cement slates 
with duo-pitch ridges (20° to 60°) and mono-
pitch ridges (20° to 45°).

Vapour permeable (shown) or non-breathable 
underlay can be used.

> can be used with fibre cement duo pitch,  
 roll top and mono-ridge ridge cappings

> provides 5000mm2/m continuous  
 ventilation to the roof apex  

> ensure 5mm clear gap between top edges  
 of sarking and underlay at the roof apex

> lay top course slates in normal manner,  
 allowing for additional timber batten to  
 screw fix ridge capping

> lay ridge roll centrally along ridge apex,  
 overlapping lengths by 100mm

> fit ridge cappings above ridge roll and fix  
 to ridge fix battens using 60mm x 6.3mm  
 self-sealing wood screws

> apply 6mm dia. butyl strip across socket  
 of ridge capping

> complete ridge ends with stop end ridge  
 units

Rigid sarking

                    dry verge detail 
with interlocking slates
Suitable for all interlocking concrete tiles.  
A separate verge unit is available for 
Edgemere and Duo Edgemere.

Vapour permeable (shown) or non-breathable 
underlay can be used.

> maximum rafter pitch 45° (55° when used 
 with Steep Pitch Dry Ridge)

> top of outer and inner leaves of masonry  
 should be level with top of counterbattens  
 to allow battens to extend across

> allow for extra thickness of any external  
 render or roughcast to outer leaf of  
 masonry. Certain types of finish will require  
 a timber board to facilitate a level surface  
 for the dry verge units

> extend tiling battens 45mm over edge of  
 render or roughcast

> nail each verge unit to ends of tiling battens

> finish apex with PVC ridge end cap

> mechanically fix all verge tiles

                    25mm ventilated 
eaves detail with profiled 
interlocking tiles
Suitable for all tiles and slates. Vapour 
permeable (shown) or non-breathable 
underlay can be used. 

> use where insulation follows the line of the  
 rafter

> maximum rafter pitch is 55°

> minimum pitch is 15° (dependent on tile  
 profile)

> timber sarking and counterbattens should  
 terminate just below the first course batten  
 and directly behind the top edge of the  
 underlay support tray

> suitable for use with or without soffit

> ensure fascia board is to correct height so  
 as not to cause eaves course tiles to either  
 tilt or droop. Height above rafter will vary  
 with rafter pitch and allowance should be  
 made for the thickness of the sarking and  
 counterbattens

> use additional rafter trays to bridge extra  
 thickness of insulation so as to maintain  
 ventilation path

> mechanically fix all eaves course tiles and  
 use a comb filler strip with deeply profiled  
 tiles

See our technical tools online 

SpecRite: Our online tool provides 
you with instant NBS clauses that 
meet the recommendations of British 
Standards and Codes of Practice: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/specrite 

CAD: Our library of CAD drawings 
illustrate how specific tile, slate 
and facade details can be formed: 
marleyeternit.co.uk/cad 
 

BIM: Download Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) objects that provide  
a standard range of build ups for our 
entire range of roofing and facade 
materials: marleyeternit.co.uk/bim 
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